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Just before reporting to the Navy Postgraduate
GOMPTROLLERSHIP GOURSE AT GeORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
,
XT WAS MY PLEASURE TO SERVE AS SuPPLY AND FISCAL OFFICER OF
THE Naval Underwater Ordnance Station, Newport, Rhode
Island, This station is under the management control of
THE Bureau of Ordnance, Department of the Navy. During
this period, my dealings with the Bureau of Ordnance were
ALWAYS very PLEASANT. In PARTICULAR, THE FiNANCI AL
DiVISI ON WAS ALWAYS VERY HELPFUL WITH ANY PROBLEMS AND
WAS ALWAYS READY TO RENDER ANY ASSISTANCE REQUIRED ,
I WAS VERY MUCH IMPRESSED WITH THE IMPROVEMENTS
THAT THE Bureau of Ordnance had made in the financial
MANAGEMENT AREA DURING MY TOUR OF DUTY, AlSO IN IMPLEMENTA
TioN OF Title IV amendments to the National Security Act
OF 1949, THE Bureau of Ordnance was one of the first bureaus
OF THE Department of the Navy to establish a Comptroller
AND TO INSTALL THE NaVY INDUSTRIAL FUND ACCOUNTING AT ONE
OF ITS FIELD ACTIVITIES , THE NaVAL OrDNANCE PlANT , YoRK,
Pennsylvania,
This progressive record of accomplishments by the
bureau in the budgeting and accounting fields and the
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EXCELLENT RECEPTION I RECEIVED FROM THE COMPTROLLER AND
DEPUTY C OMPTROLLER OF THE BUREAU OF ORDNANCE , WERE IN-
DUCEMENTS TO WRITE ON THE BUREAU OF OrDNANCE BuDGET SySTEM,
This paper will deal with the budget system as
IT AFFECTS THE FIELD ACTIVITIES OF THE BUREAU. ThE FIELD
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BUREAU OF OrDNANCE IS ONE OF THE MOST
DIVERSIFIED IN THE NaVY DEPARTMENT o ThERE ARE ORDNANCE
PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES s ORDNANCE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
,
ORDNANCE TESTING ACTIVITIES, ORDNANCE OVERHAUL ACTIVITIES
,
AMMUNITION STORAGE AND ISSUE ACTIVITIES, AND SEVERAL
OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ORDNANCE ACTIVITIES » ReaR AdMIRAL
E. y, Glexton, USN, Assistant Comptroller, Budget and
Reports, in a recent address to the Navy Gomptrollership
class mentioned the lack of adequate ordnance production
ACTIVITIES IN INDUSTRY OUTSIDE OF THE NaVY , WHICH COULD
be called on in an emergency to produce ordnance for the
Navy, similar to the commercial aircraft plants and ship-
building YARDS, WHICH CAN EXPAND OR INCREASE PRODUCTION
TO HANDLE NaVY CONTRACTS IN A MOBILIZATION PERIOD^
Therefore, the ordnance shore establishment is
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO SERVE THE FlEET AND OTHER IMPORTANT
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Department of Defense requirements j in peace and war, and
to provide a mobilization base in time of an emergency
for increased ordnance production , overhaul, and research.
i want to extend my sincere thanks and to acknowledge
the assistance rendered in preparation of this paper by i
Mr. G. 0. Pehrson, Comptroller of the Bureau of Ordnance; I
I
Mr. E. S. Tilley, Deputy Comptroller of the bureau; Mr,
A» B. Crap, Head of the Budget and Estimates Branch; Mr»
{/, J. Kennevan , Head of the Fiscal Systems Branch; Mr,
y. E. Lilly, Head of the Estimates and Analysis Section;
Mr. W. G. DoAK, Head of the Special Projects Section; and
Mr. R, a. Wicker, Head of the Administrative and Account-
ing Branch,
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CHAPTER I
INTRQDUGTION
The Hoover GonnissiON was created by unanimous
VOTE of Congress in July 1947 by the Lodge- Brown Act.
The Commission was bi-partisan and was composed of six
MEMBERS of EACH PARTY.
The Commission began by defining twenty-four of
the principal problems of government and management,
Special research committees or Task Forces composed of
specialists from outside the federal government were
created to INQUIRE INTO EACH OF THESE PROBLEMS.
One of the Task Forces studied budgeting and fiscal
PROCEDURES OF THE NATIONAL MILITARY ESTABLISHMENTS AND
RECOMMENDED CHANGES THERETO. ThE RECOMMENDATIONS WERE
DRAWN UP BY THE TaSK FoRCES , APPROVED BY THE HoOVER COM-
MISSION, ACCEPTED BY THE ArMED SERVICES AND PROVIDED IN
general that full powers over preparation of the budget
i should be vested in the secretary of defense under the
President; that the Secretary of Defense should direct a
full reorganization of fiscal and budget practices, and
that a performance-type budget should be instituted
THROUGHOUT THE ArMED SeRVICES; AND THAT THE ArMED SERVICES
SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO KEEP ACCURATE RECORDS OF THEIR
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The statutory reaction to the Hoover Gommission
recommendation was the title iv amendment to the national
Security Act of 1947, which was enacted into law by
Congress in 1949 as Public Law 216,
The new Title IV aimed at establishing uniform
budgetary and fiscal procedures and organization within
THE Department of Defense, This amendment directed the
establishment of comptrollers in the department of defense,
Department of the Navy, Department of the Army, and
Department of the Air Force; authorized working capital
funds; authorized management funds; required quantitative
and monetary property recording; called for the perform-
ANCE-TYPE BUDGET PRESENTATION BY THE NaVY, ArMY , AND AlR
Force by fiscal year 1952,
The Preparedness Subcommittee Noc 3 of the
Senate Armed Services Committee conducted open hearings
FROM the 2nd to 4th of November, 1953 to determine what
ACTION HAD BEEN TAKEN BY THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE AND
THE Military Departments in the implementation of Title IV
OF THE National Security Act Amendments of 1949, and to
determine if further legislation was required.
.^I'b. \^k>i ^j\an\3- ^K. ^^^^,1 y-i ^^'aRcvlo^
VviHTivi yie.:vTk'5;-s.v-kr. nO ov.k ii'3.F;.\5 G^^ocac^. ,ikOo:i^ t,v\k YnkT-a.cci\3a
S.HT ^?i.'2'D'iis\iQ Tivis-rvGvisr.k Gi\i"j: . "JJci^^^'^a^; -^.0 T:way.T:fik«iavl ^yii
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av.k a.aws'^avi ^lo xaKi3.s\os'6 Vv^t xcv WATP.kii vrd?.a akH ^^oi"eJk
3.JLT:it -^0 ^^oiik^^^ij-YrAaqy^i 'aHt: ui ^•l:vls.t^^:flkq•a'^>. \'?.kT!3a:v\ ' -^
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In a statement before the Subcommittee under the
CHAIRMANSHIP OF SENATOR FlANDERS OF VERMONT, THE SECRETARY
OF THE Navy said: ^
/ STRONGLY CONCUR WITH THE HoOVER COMMISSION 's
OBSERVATION THAT THE BUDGET AND APPROPRIATION
PROCESS IS THE HEART OF THE MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL
OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH.^ As SECRETARY OF THE NaVY ,
I HAVE GIVEN J AND SHALL CONTINUE TO GIVE MUCH OF
MY ATTENTION TO STRENGTHENING THE BUDGETARY PRO-
CESSES AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT IN NaVY , I HAVE
FOUND Title IV of the National Security Act Amend-
ments OF 1949 TO BE an excellent piece of legisla-
tion. Everything possible has been done to implement
its provisions j although further progress is both
required and planned,
The Navy was particularly fortunate in that,
for a great many years prior to the passage of
Title IV, the importance of fiscal management had
BEEN FULLY RECOGNIZED , ADVANCES IN THIS FIELD
FACILITATED IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROVISIONS OF
Title IV, For example, budget preparation and
execution had been an established function under the
Office of Budget and Reports since 1941. The Navy,
IN COLLABORATION WITH THE NaVY APPROPRIATION SUB-
COMMITTEE OF THE House Appropriations Committee,
HAD recommended TO THE CoNGRESS , AS EARLY AS 1946,
the adoption of a revised appropriation structure
along program and performance lines, likewise,
coordination of the budget with progress and
statistical reporting had been largely effected,
Property accounting on both an item and dollar
basis has been in existence for many years, except
FOR A TEMPORARY INTERRUPTION DURING WoRLD WaR II,
Industrial or commercial-type accounting , to the
extent permitted by law, was also established at
MAJOR ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO TiTLE IV, ThE NaVY HAS
BEEN USING A REVOLVING STOCK FUND TO FINANCE
Secretary of the Navy Robert B, Anderson,
Statement of the Secretary of the Navy Before Preparedness
Subcommittee No. 3 For The Implementation Of Title IV Of
The National Security Act Amendments of 1949 Senate Armed
Services Committee y pp 1^2,
-0^'tq \KkT:soci\3a 'S.HT ov.Wi^.viTCv.Si^tvi OT .\icxT:v\^AT'\:k xn
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-kjeicad "^o '3Lo:aiq '^w^a.u^aa.oy.'a v\k ^la 01 ^l^t'A -^o ai-^sv
\s.¥vaviqv.3. ot avioa was.q. ^kH 'ajia:iEeoq oviihtj^rsm^ .viotvt:
u'-'-'t-^ b:i 3^?.RcoRq jiavtpatvi vVx^aohTvIk t'J'Vvoi EiNonq sti
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-^0 ^\^0I^A.^50Rq ^ehi t^.o vioiTkiv^^iA^.aqm as.ikT'XjLirjk'ii
awk vi.oiTkHk-.'Siiq T:aBa\3a ^TLaqY.kX'a. no\ /~\1 ?.,3T::i"i.
LBJC fl'da-vi\3 \\oii'ovM'\ G'iHa'iattkTa'a vik v.s.ia QkA \\oxT:\3 0s."iit^
-auo i^oiTkiBqoaqqa xxkV. 2.ht httm vioiikaoakviaoo wx
^aamiMvov avioiTkiRqoRqqk as\3ov^. s.rt -^o sa'iiiYir.co
tbt^fel e.k 'ijftk?. Ek t^ass^ovio'o s.h'i: ot ti^Gvia"WY\o'D^ri tkw
^F.i3T:o\3RT:a vio i 'i ki j^q siqq k aaaiNSA k -^lo woiTqoak sht
tXai\ia'siid .^av^.a ^.ov.kVrtoTiH-aq avik y.k.qooRq e^AOdk
•a*Ak 2a^iLj\oo«q p.tVri 1^0 01)1' zut ^lo vio ii k\u aao
• aSTOi'sl'^.i \vi20ilkJ Vi'^-AQ. CikH OVIXT F.Oqiir> vl kOl I'dlT kTS
HkvlJOQ aVlk Y\a.T:i Vik HIOA ^-lO C\\lT:VL\30 00k YTfti^AOfl^i
iqaox-a. ^BRk's.x xvik¥\ i\o'ii sow.iiT^i^.a Vi\ wa.aa ^kH a-xska
.11 Hk>A QiiKoi^ aviiswja \^o\T:q\3i\F.^ivii XRkRoqy\^T k hc^
im ot: tOV\-iT:vi\300'jk ^iqxT:-»ikiOK^y«.Y\oo ho a ki fvijay QVil
Tk ci'aRSiJcikTay. osjk ^k\»j ^vikvi ^e. ai^^iiviaaq Tv.STxa
is-V; ^Nkl 'AH^2 /^l ^LdTlt O-V nO li T^q SS7[T:3."<1 ITO k ftO\jkY»
iiJTi'i -^0 w.oiTktViatvaaqi'^l ^AiVi ro'1 ^ ,o7i ^'^TTiy.\iC0B.\3o
it\HA aLikwa'i ^-I'^I Tio st: vi'iir. avia^ik tok xT:i5i\3oau akvioiTkVi :.i .
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COMMON USAGE ITEMS ON AN ISSUE RATHER THAN INITIAL
PROCUREMENT BASIS SINCE 1893, ThESE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ARE MENTIONED TO POINT OUT
THAT THE PRIMARY TASKS CONFRONTING THE DEPARTMENT
AT THE TIME OF PASSAGE OF TiTLE IV WERE CONCERNED
LARGELY WITH: (l) BRINGING TOGETHER AND INTEGRATING
WITHIN ONE ORGANIZATION THE VARIOUS FISCAL FUNCTIONS
BEING PERFORMED AT DIFFERENT ORGANIZATION LOCATIONS
THROUGHOUT THE DEPARTMENT; (u ) IMPLEMENTING FUNCTIONS
WHERE RELATIVELY LITTLE PROGRESS HAD BEEN MADE,
SUCH AS INTERNAL AUDITING AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
WORKING CAPITAL FUNDS AT INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL-
TYPE operations; and (3) placing increased emphasis
ON IMPROVED POLICIES AND PROCEDURES IN ALL AREAS OF
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT,
In DESCRIBING THE NaVY's ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN
PERFORMANCE BUDGETING AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF WORKING
2CAPITAL FUNDS, THE SECRETARY OF NaVY SAID 2
Title IV requires the adoption of a program
OR PERFORMANCE BUDGET WHICH FOCUSES ATTENTION UPON
programs: (1) OBJECTIVES TO BE ATTAINED; (2) COST;
AND (3) ACCOMPLISHMENT, It ALSO REQUIRES THE SEG-
REGATION OF OPERATING AND CAPITAL PROGRAMS, FOR-
TUNATELY, THE Navy has long been so organized as
TO FACILITATE THE IDENTIFICATION OF FUNCTIONAL
PROGRAMS, The annual objectives for each program
ARE DEFINED IN THE BaSIC NaVAL ESTABLISHMENT PlaN ,
WHICH IS REVISED DURING THE YEAR AS PLANNING
PROGRESSES. ThUS , FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMS IN THE NaVY
ARE GIVEN REALITY AND MEANING BY IDENTIFICATION
WITH RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATIONS , STATED MISSIONS
,
AND SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES,
Title IV required the establishment of working
CAPITAL FUNDS IN ORDER MORE EFFECTIVELY TO CONTROL
AND ACCOUNT FOR THE COST OF PROGRAMS AND WORK
PERFORMED IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, ThE
Comptroller 's Office has expended considerable
^Ibid. pp 6, 7, 9, 10
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EFFORT IN THIS AREA. To DATE, 26 ACTIVITIES OF THE
INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL-TYPE HAVE BEEN CONVERTED TO
WORKING CAPITAL FUND FINANCING AND C OMMERCIAL^TYPE
ACCOUNTING, ThIS INCLUDES 3 SHIPYARDS, 2 ORDNANCE
PLANTS, 1 POWDER FACTORY, 1 RESEARCH LABORATORY
,
THE Marine Corps clothing factory. Military Sea
TransPORTION Service, the defense printing service,
AND 18 field printing PLANTS. DuRING THE REMAINDER
OF THE FISCAL YEAR, IT IS PLANNED TO CONVERT 3
ADDITIONAL INDUSTRIAL-TYPE ACTIVITIES. ThIS LEAVES
a large number of activities to be converted .
Progress is increasing , however, as personnel gain
experience, and manuals of instructions and pro-
cedures are prepared to cover the various types
of installations.
Many who attended these open hearings felt that
THE Department of the Navy had progressed more rapidly
AND HAD MORE FAVORABLY IMPRESSED THE SUBCOMMITTEE IN THE
implementation of Title IV than the Department of the
Army or the Department of the Air Force,
For the Secretary of Navy to have been able to
give such an excellent report of progress, it was necessary
FOR THE OPERATING BUREAUS OF THE NaVY DEPARTMENT TO HAVE
COOPERATED WITH THE COMPTROLLER OF THE NaVY IN THE
INSTALLATION OF THE NaVAL INDUSTRIAL FuND AT INDUSTRIAL
or commercial-type activities , and to improve budgeting,
cost accounting , appropriation accounting and property
accounting at their field activities,
The Bureau of Ordnance has accomplished excellent
results during the past three years in the field of
)T Ga.Tas.^iViOo wa'A'd ^NkH •aq^.t-akioftariYvoo ro jik"iaT:s\3avvi
^iqxi-akiOHAYii^.oo avk cv.io¥.kv\:x \ aviij-^ vikTiqko ^vn^novj
\5-ov.kviQfio 'ci ^^aflkxqJlH^ ?^ s'Su'j:iO'wii oiw^ .L>v\3.T:v.\3cc'wk
t^ROTkfioakvi HORkZP.i^ti I ^>[$^OT:okTi ftao.vioq I ^sivikviq
k-a'^ X R kT 1 A ill 4 X Ro t: :> k-^ cws. viio J o sq fioO %\\ \ i\ kYV s^t:
t^oi^iftsa c\\\i'vai^q a3.vi'3->i ?. a sh'^ ^.?.'ox%ft'^.v vLei'Y?icqavvKa''L
Sv;^c\\ikr\'2.fi SRT oviiB.\:Vi .a'wikaq ov.ii^iinq OvI'a.i'?! SI ev.k
s's^kza 'i"XH"\i .3;aiti^:ii0k ^qxT:->ikii\'c^\3a'vii jk'viGiiiiaak
. a'i'T!fl3L"^VxOO -aa oT^ ^^x^:^'^x'i:ok so Ji2av\\3vi s.0F.ka k
\i\ko a^t-ViV.can :.q zk ^?;iiN"i^o\i ^ cAiskasiowiL ai ^^aa2osS.
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BUDGETING AND ACCOUNTING AT FIELD ACTIVITIES UNDER ITS
MANAGEMENT CONTROL o In ADDITION TO APPOINTMENT OF A
Bureau Comptroller and building its budget along program
LINES, THE Bureau of Ordnance has installed the Naval
Industrial Fund in four field activities with plans for
EXTENSION OF THE NaVAL INDUSTRIAL FuND TO OTHER ACTIVITIES
in the immediate future,
Succeeding chapters will give more information
concerning accomplishments in the field of budgeting
and accounting by the bureau of ordnance*
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CHAPTER II
THE BUREAU OF ORDNANCE
Duties and responsibilities -- The Bureau of
Ordnance is one of the major technical bureaus of the
Department of the Navy, United States Navy Regulations
outlines the following duties and responsibilities for
THE Bureau of Ordnance:
The Bureau of Ordnance shall be responsible for
the following, except as otherwise prescribed in
THESE REGULATIONS OR BY THE SECRETARY OF THE NaVY :
The design, development , procurement , manufac-
ture, distribution, maintenance, repair, alteration,
and material effectiveness of naval ordnance; the
research therein; and all pertinent functions re-
lating thereto including the control of storage and
terminal facilities for, and the storage and issue
of, ammunition and ammunition details,
Except as otherwise prescribed in these regulations
OR BY THE Secretary of the Navy, the Bureau of Ord-
NANCE SHALL EXERCISE MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF THOSE
COMMANDS AND ORGANIZATIONS ESTABLISHED AS SEPARATE
ACTIVITIES OF THE SHORE ESTABLISHMENT WHOSE PRIMARY
FUNCTIONS are:
1. Research in and design, development , manu-
facture, TEST, INSPECTION, ALTERATION, AND OVERHAUL
OF NAVAL OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE ORDNANCE, THE
COMPONENTS THEREOF, AND THE EQUIPMENTS PERTAINING
THERETO,
2, Storage and issue of ammunition and ammuni-
tion DETAILS,
In order to accomplish the many and varied tasks
ASSIGNED , the BuREAU OF ORDNANCE UTILIZES NOT ONLY THE
ENERGIES AND TALENTS OF 320 NaVAL OFFICERS AND 1,352
CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES AT THE SEAT OF GOVERNMENT IN 1/aSHINGTON,
but also the efforts of 10,251 military personnel and
United States Navy, United States Navy Reg ulations ,
1946, U.S, Government Printing Office, yAsniNCTON 1946 p. 43,
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62,824 EMPLOYEES AT 52 MAJOR FIELD ACTIVITIES UNDER THE
management control of the bureau.
Organization and functions -- The top policy making
AND DIRECTION OF THE BuREAU OF OrDNANCE ORGANIZATION ARE
PERFORMED BY THE GhIEF AND DEPUTY GhIEF OF THE BuREAUo
The Chief and Deputy Chief are assisted by two staff
divisions, two major operating divisions and five service
divisions in carrying out the management and supervision
OF THE Bureau and the Naval Ordnance establishment.
The staff divisions are the Planning and Progress
Division and the Inspector of Naval Ordnance Establishment,
The operating divisions are the Material Division
AND Research and Development Division^ Approximately
FIFTY per cent OF THE BUREAU CIVILIAN PERSONNEL ARE ENGAGED
in work of these two divisions*
The service divisions are the Financial Division,
THE Contract Division , the Administrative Division, the
Quality Control Division and Legal Counsel for the Bureau,
The detailed functions and responsibilities of
the various divisions are indicated on the organization
and functional chart of the bureau of ordnance, which
illustration is shown on page 9,
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DEPUTY & ASSISTANT CHIEF
CODE A
CODE B
RESPONSIBLE TO THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY FOR THE ACTIVE PLANNING, DI-
RECTION, COORDINATION, AND CONTROL OF THE BUREAU AND ITS FIELD STATIONS




CONSIDERS NEED FOR AND RECOMMENDS CHANGES IN POLICY,
SYSTEMS OF CONTROL, AND OTHER MATTERS OF A GENERAL
MANAGEMENT NATURE; DISCUSSES AND COORDINATES MANAGE-
MENT PLANS, POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES; PRESENTS
DIVISIONAL POINTS OF VIEW ON BROAD MANAGEMENT
PROBLEMS.
ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION
ROVIOES OFFICE SERVICES, MILI-
TARY AND CIVILIAN PERSONNEL
SERVICES, MANAGEMENT SERVICES,
AND TECHNICAL LIBRARY SERVICES;
BUDGETS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE EX-
PENSES; ADMINISTERS SECURITY
REGULATIONS AND THE PRINTING,
EDITING, AND DISTRIBUTION OF
PUBLICATIONS.
FINANCIAL DIVISION
COMPTROLLER ANO CODE Fi
DIVISION DIRECTOR See ChaH Ho. 33B
ADMINISTERS THE PREPARATION OF
THE BUREAU'S BUDGET; ALLO-
CATES AND MAINTAINS ACCOUNTING
RECORDS FOR APPROPR I ATED FUNDS;
RECOMMENDS AND COORDINATES
WITH HIGHER AUTHORITY REVI-
SIONS TO THE BUDGET, REALLO-
CATION OF FUNDS, AND EXPENDI-
TURE OF SURPLUSES; REVIEWS ANO
APPROVES, WHERE APPROPRIATE,
ALL TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING THE
EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS; COORDI-
NATES FINANCIAL AND FISCAL
MATTERS AND DEVELOPS BUDGET
AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS FOR THE
ORDNANCE STATIONS.
PLANNING AND PROGRESS DIVISION
ASSISTANT CHIEF OF BUREAU CODE PI
AND DIVISION DIRECTOR See Chart Ho. 33C
DEVELOPS, PROMULGATES, AND CO-
ORDINATES LOGISTIC AND MOBILI-
ZATION PLANNING IN CONFORMANCE
WITH DIRECTIVES FROM HIGHER
AUTHORITY; FORMULATES POLICY
AND ISSUES DIRECTIVES TO AND
COORDINATES BETWEEN COGNIZANT
DIVISIONS ON SUBSTANTIVE PRO-
GRAMS; REPORTS PROGRESS AS
COMPARED WITH REQUIREMENTS OF
RESPECTIVE MATERIAL PROGRAMS;
REVIEWS AND ADVISES REGARDING
FINANCIAL AND BUDGETARY PLAN-
NING, REALLOCATION OF FUNDS,
AND EXPENDITURE OF SURPLUSES;
COORDINATES MILITARY AID PRO-
GRAM WITH FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.
SPECIAL ASSISTANTS
INSPECTOR OF NAVAL ORDNANCE ESTABLISHMENTS CODE
In
Performs functions indicated in Note ±/
See Chart Jo. 33-1
CODE LeCOUNSEL FOR THE BUREAU
Performs functions
See Ckart lo. 33.2
QUALITY CONTROL DIVISION
DIVISION DIRECTOR
NITIATES, PROMULGATES, AND ADMINISTERS POLI-
CIES, PROCEDURES, AND SERVICES CONCERNING
THE EVALUATION AND CONTROL OF QUALITY OF
ALL NAVAL ORDNANCE; PROVIDES FOR THE ESTAB-
LISHMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF QUALITY
EVALUATION LABORATORIES AND FOR TECHNICAL
DIRECTION OF THE ENTIRE ORDNANCE INSPECTION
PROGRAM; INSURES THE STATISTICAL ADEQUACY




OPERATES AS A CENTRAL CONTRACTING OFFICE TO
CONDUCT NEGOTIATIONS, ARRANGE FINANCES, AD-
VERTISE FOR BIDS, AWARD AND AMEND CONTRACTS,
ANO SUPERVISE TERMINATIONS; ASSISTS IN THE
FINANCING OF CONTRACTORS THROUGH GUARANTEED
AND DIRECT LOANS AND ADVANCES PAYMENTS.
L
NAVAL ORDNANCE ESTABLISHMENTS DIVISION
ASSISTANT CHIEF OF BUREAU CODE Es
AND DIVISION DIRECTOR See ChaH Ho. 33F
DMINISTERS ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO
THE MAINTENANCE OF NAVAL ORDNANCE
ESTABLISHMENTS INCLUDING REQUIREMENTS
FOR SERVICE, FACILITIES, PERSONNEL,
ANO INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS; COORDINATES
ALL MATTERS CONCERNING MANAGEMENT,
OPERATION, AND ADMINISTRATION OF
THESE STATIONS.
MATERIAL DIVISION
ASSISTANT CHIEF OF BUREAU CODE »
AND DIVISION DIRECTOR See Chart Ho. 35
DIRECTS THE PROCUREMENT, DISTRIBUTION,
MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, ALTERATIONS, RE-
PLACEMENT, AND INVENTORY CONTROL OF
ALL NAVAL ORDNANCE, INCLUDING SPARES,
AFLOAT AND ASHORE; PROVIDES FOR THE
PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, ISSUE,
ACCOUNTING, MAINTENANCE, STOWAGE,
SAFETY, HANDLING, AND SURVEI LLANCE
OF ALL TYPES OF AMMUNITION AND EX-
PLOSIVES; PROVIDES FOR THE PREPARA-
TION OF MANUALS FOR OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
IIRECTS AND IMPLEMENTS. RESEARCH, DE-
SIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROJECTS FOR THE BUREAU WITHIN ITS
PROGRAMS, INCLUDING WORK ASSIGNED TO
ITS ACTIVITIES AND LABORATORIES,
PRIVATE CONTRACTORS. AND UNIVERSITIE
AND COORDINATES WORK CONDUCTED BY




The Comptroller and Financial Division — The
Comptroller of the Bureau of Ordnance is also the Director
OF the Financial Division, The present Comptroller is
Nr, G, 0, Fehrson. The Deputy Comptroller is Mr. E, S,
TiLLEY, The Bureau of Ordnance is the only bureau of the
Navy Department which has a civilian comptroller. Nr,
Pehrson has held this position since 1951,
The Financial Division provides budgetary and
fiscal service for the Bureau on all matters which involve
THE planning FOR AND THE EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS. AlSO , THE
FOLLOWING DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED
TO THE Financial Division:
1. To ADMINISTER THE PREPARATION OF THE BUREAU '
S
BUDGET.
2. To ALLOCATE AND MAINTAIN ACCOUNTING RECORDS
FOR APPROPRIATED FUNDS.
5. To RECOMMEND AND COORDINATE WITH HIGHER AUTHOR-
ITY REVISIONS TO THE BUDGET, REALLOCATION OF FUNDS, AND
EXPENDITURE OF SURPLUSES.
4. To REVISE AND APPROVE, WHERE APPROPRIATE, ALL
TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING THE EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS,
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5. To COORDINATE FINANCIAL AND FISCAL MATTERS.
6, To DEVELOP BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS FOR
THE ORDNANCE STATIONS.
To ACCOMPLISH THE ABOVE , THE FINANCIAL DIVISION
IS ORGANIZED INTO FOUR BRANCHES: THE FiSCAL SYSTEMS BRANCH,
THE Administrative and Accounting Branch ^ the Budget and
Estimates Branch and the Inter-agency Operations Branch,,
The functions of these branches are given in the illustra-
tion on page 12,
The budget — By the Department of Defense Appro-
priations Act of 1954, the following appropriations and
monies were made available to the Bureau of Ordnance for
4
obligation or expenditure during fiscal year 1954:
Type of
Appropriations Appropriations Amount
Ordnance and Facilities, Annual ^604,000,000
Navy
Ordnance New Construc- Continuing 10,000,000
TION (for liquidation OF
contract authorization)
Shipbuilding and Construc- Continuing 64,000,000
TION, Navy (Ordnance
Sub head )
Aircraft and Related Pro- Continuing 51,000,000
CUREMENT ( ORDNANCE SuBHEAd)
4
Public Law 179, 63rd Congress
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FINANCIAL DIVISION







ORGANIZES />ND CONDUCTS INTERNAL AUDITS AND SUR-
VEYS OF FISCAL PROCEDURES IN THE BUREAU OF
ORDNANCE, AT NAVAL ORDNANCE ESTABLISHMENTS
AND INSOFAR AS ORDNANCE FUNDS ARE CONCERNED,
AT OTHER STATIONS.
ACTS AS CONSULTANT AND ADVISOR, WHILE CONDUCTING
INTERNAL AUDITS AND SURVEYS TO KEY PERSONNEL
IMILITARY AND CIVILIAN], ON FISCAL MATTERS.
DEVISES, DEVELOPS, ESTABLISHES AND IMPLEMENTS
METHODS OF PREPARING STATION BUDGETS AND
ACTS AS ADVISOR TO KEY FIELD PERSONNEL CON-
CERNING SUBMISSION OF THE BUDGETS TO THE
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE.
ACTS AS SPECIAL ADVISOR ON FIELD FISCAL PROB-
LEMS TO COMPTROLLER OF THE BUREAU OF
ORDNANCE AND TO PERSONNEL IN OTHER DIVISIONS
OF THE BUREAU.
DEVISES, DEVELOPS, AND DIRECTS INSTALLATION OF
COMMERCIAL-TYPE FINANCIAL PROCEDURES AT
FIELD STATIONS.
PREPARES MANUALS, HANDBOOKS AND OTHER DIRECTIVES
PERTAINING TO FIELD ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES.
DESIGNS REGULAR AND SPECIAL FINANCIAL REPORTS
FOR USE AT FIELD STATIONS AND IN THE BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE.
ANALYZES FINANCIAL STATEMENTS SUBMITTED BY ORD-
NANCE ESTABLISHMENTS, INCLUDING THOSE OPER-
ATING UNDER COMMERCIAL-TYPE FINANCING
PROCEDURES.
DEVISES AND DEVELOPS COST ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES
AND DIRECTS INSTALLATION THEREOF AT ORDNANCE
ESTABLISHMENTS.
DESIGNS AND DIRECTS INSTALLATION OF FISCAL PRO-
CEDURES USED WITHIN DIVISIONS OF THE BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE.
REVIEWS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION OF FISCAL
DEPARTMENTS AT FIELD STATIONS.
PERFORMS SPECIAL STUDIES AND ANALYSIS OF BUREAU
AND FIELD LEVEL FINANCIAL PROBLEMS.
ENSURES THAT FISCAL SYSTEMS ARE SO DESIGNED AS
TO PROVIDE DIRECT AND POSITIVE SUPPORT OF
THE BUREAU'S BUDGET PLANNING.
MAINTAINS LIAISON ON FINANCIAL MATTERS WITH
PERSONNEL IMILITARY AND CIVILIAN) AT NAVY
COMPTROLLER LEVEL, AS WELL AS I NTRA-BUREAU
AND INTER-BUREAU.
SPECIAL ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TO DIVISION DIRECTOR






MAINTAINS, FOR ALL FUNDS UNDER THE CONTROL OF
THE BUREAU OF ORDNANCE, THE OFFICIAL APPRO-
PRIATION, OBLIGATION, EXPENDITURE AND COST
ACCOUNTS.
MAINTAINS APPROPRIATE ACCOUNTS TO PROVIDE ADE-
QUATE MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF FUNDS.
REVIEWS ACTS OF THE BUREAU AND PROPOSED ACTS
FOR COMPLIANCE WITH LEGAL, EXECUTIVE AND DE-
PARTMENTAL REQUIREMENTS REGARDING THE
ACCOUNTING, OBLIGATING AND EXPENDITURE OF
FUNDS.
DEVELOPS AND PRESCRIBES PROCEDURES FOR ISSUANCE
OF PROJECT ORDERS AND ALLOTMENTS.
ISSUES PROJECT ORDERS AND ALLOTMENTS TO FIELD
ACTIVITIES AND REVIEWS BUREAU PROCUREMENT
DOCUMENTS FOR COMPLIANCE WITH ACCOUNTING
AND FISCAL POLICIES AND LEGAL LIMITATIONS.
IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
OF BUREAU CONTRACTS.
PERFORMS INTERNAL AUDITS AND SPECIAL DEPART-
MENTAL AUDITS AS REQUIRED.
PREPARES SPECIAL REPORTS AS REQUIRED BY AUTHORI-
TIES OUTSIDE OF THE BUREAU.
ISSUES STATEMENTS INDICATING THE BUREAU'S FINAN-
CIAL POSITION.
RECORDS ORDNANCE CONSTRUCTION COSTS OF SHIPS.
REVIEWS THE RATE OF OBLIGATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
TO INSURE UTILIZATION OF APPORTIONMENTS.




REVIEWS, ANALYZES AND APPROVES RAW DATA FOR IN-
CLUSION IN BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR ANNUAL AND
CONTINUING FISCAL PROGRAMS; CO-ORDINATES
AND PRESCRIBES THE BUREAU'S ACTIVITIES IN
THE COLLECTION, FORMAT AND PRESENTATION OF
BUDGET DATA.
MAKES POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS ON BUDGETARY
MATTERS TO THE BUREAU COMPTROLLER. RECOM-
MENDS APPORTIONMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF ALL
FUNDS MADE AVAILABLE TO THE BUREAU.
REVIEWS DIVISION ESTIMATES AND JUSTIFICATION TO
INSURE COMPLIANCE WITH POLICY AND PLANNING
OBJECTIVES OF THE BUREAU, THE NAVY DEPART-
MENT AND THE DEFENSE BUDGET ADVISORY
COMMITTEE.
REVIEWS, ANALYZES AND CO-ORDINATES SUPPORTING
SCHEDULES AND DATA PREPARED BY RESPONSIBLE
DIVISIONS FOR USE BY BUDGET WITNESSES IN
PRESENTING THE BUREAU'S BUDGET TO VARIOUS
LEVELS OF REVIEW.
MAINTAINS BUDGETARY CONTROLS OVER APPORTIONMENTS,
FISCAL PROGRAMS, AND APPROPRIATION LIMITA-
TIONS FOR ALL APPROPRIATIONS AND SPECIAL
FUND ACCOUNTS.
MAINTAINS LIAISON WITH THE OFFICE OF THE NAVY
COMPTROLLER, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF





ISES, DEVELOPS AND ESTABLISHES NEW AND RE-
VISED FISCAL PROCEDURES PERTAINING TO
FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS WITH AGENCIES OUT-
SIDE THE BUREAU.
DEVISES AND IMPLEMENTS FINANCIAL REPORTING CON-
TROLS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF OTHER
AGENCIES' FUNDS AT SHORE ESTABLISHMENTS AND
THE REPORTING THEREOF FOR MANAGEMENT AND
BUDGETARY PURPOSES.
ACTS AS SPECIAL ADVISOR TO THE COMPTROLLER AND
OTHER KEY PERSONNEL OF THE BUREAU ON MATTERS
PERTAINING TO INTER-AGENCY FUNDI NG OPERAT IONS.
RECOMMENDS AND ADVISES ON POLICY TO BE ESTAB-
LISHED BY THE BUREAU IN CONNECTION WITH
FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS CONSUMMATED WITH
OTHER AGENCIES.
DESIGNS FINANCIAL SCHEDULES SUCH AS STATUS RE-
PORTS AND REIMBURSEMENT REPORTS PERTAINING
TO FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS WITH AGENCIES
OUTSIDE THE BUREAU FOR USE BY THE BUREAU AND
OTHER AGENCIES.
DEVELOPS ACCOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR BUREAU AND
FIELD USE IN CONNECTION WITH THE IMPLE-
MENTATION OF INTER-AGENCY ORDERING PROCEDURES.
MAINTAINS APPROPRIATE ACCOUNTS TO PROVIDE ADE-
QUATE MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF OTHER AGENCIES'
FUNDS.
DEVISES AND DEVELOPS METHODS TO EFFECT REIMBURSE-
MENT OR PAYMENT OF FUNDS THROUGH THE SALE OF
MATERIAL OR SERVICES BY THE BUREAU.
CO-ORDINATES FINANCIAL PRACTICE WITHIN THE
BUREAU IN CONNECTION WITH INTER-AGENCY ORDERS
AND FUNDING.
MAINTAINS LIAISON ON INTER-AGENCY F I NANC I AL OPER-
ATIONS WITH OFFICE OF NAVY COMPTROLLER, OF-
FICE OF ARMY COMPTROLLER, OFFICE OF AIR FORCE
COMPTROLLER, AND OFFICES OF COMPTROLLERS OF
OTHER AGENCIES.
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Type of
Appr opr Ia ti ons Appropriations Amount
Preparation For Sale and) Special Account ^ 5,000,000
Salvage of Military
Property , Navy
By far tee major appropriation administered by the
Bureau of Ordnance is Ordnance and Facilities, Navy, Al-
though $604,000,000 WAS appropriated for fiscal year 1954,
THERE WILL ACTUALLY BE AVAILABLE FOR OBLIGATION APPROXIMATE-
LY $666,576,000, This is due to anticipated reimbursements
OF ABOUT $59,706 ,000 plus transfer of about $4,672 ,000,
Most of the reimbursements will be credited from Mutual
Defense Assistance Preparedness program for ordnance mater-
ials TRANSFERRED TO FOREIGN NATIONS UNDER THIS PROGRAM,
The total obligations under Ordnance and Facilities, Navy
WERE $1 ,535,526,000 for fiscal year 1952 and the estimated
obligations for fiscal year 1955 were $797,207,600
,
The appropriation , Ordnance and Facilities , Navy
1954, IS BROKEN down INTO EIGHT MAJOR PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
5for budget formulation and execution as follows:
1, Procurement of Ordnance and Ammunition
($501,741,000, - 61,5% of total). These funds are
for procurement of ordnance and ammunition to support
the objectives of the defense program in fiscal year
5
Bureau of Ordnance, Budget For Fiscal Year 1954
f
Appropriation Title, Ordnance and Facilities, Navy,
Et -
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u1954, INCLUDING SUPPORT TO THE OPERATIONAL REQUIRE-
MENTS OF THE APPROVED NaFAL FoRCES AND, IN GENERAL,
a status of readiness to fulfill mobilization re-
quirements,
2, Maintenance of Ordnance and Ammunition
($91,271,000. - 11.2% OF total). These funds are
FOR THE MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENT OF ORDNANCE AND
AMMUNITION NECESSARY TO OBTAIN THE REQUIRED DEGREE OF
MATERIAL READINESS , IN ORDER THAT NaVAL FoRCES WILL
be prepared to engage in combat operations promptly
and with maximum effectiveness.
5. Maintenance and Operation of Facilities
($51,187,000. - 6.5% OF total). These funds are for
the maintenance and operation of the ordnance shore
establishments in fiscal year 1954, including costs
FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FEDERAL OaT:^LO<S. UTILIZATION
Program.
4. Improvements and Alterations to Facilities
($22,235,000. - 2.7% of total). These funds are for
improvements and alterations to ordnance shore
facilities in fiscal year 1954, including procurement
of equipment to fill allowances and to implement the
Bureau of the Budget approved program for orderly
replacement of average and obsolete equipment.
5. Naval Reserve ($1,216,000 - .1% of total).
These funds are for ordnance requirements for the
Naval Reserve Program »
6. Research and Development ($126,000,000 -
17ol% of total). These funds are for projects included
IN THE Bureau of Ordnance fiscal year 1954 research
AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, WHICH ARE INTEGRATED PARTS OF
THE OVERALL NaVY TOTAL PROGRAM,
7. Industrial Mobilization ($2,370,000 - ,3%
OF total). These funds are for the industrial mobil-
ization PROGRAM IN FISCAL YEAR 1954.
6, Departmental Administration ($7,960,000 -
1.0% OF total). These funds are for departmental
ADMINISTRATION OF THE BuREAU OF OrDNANCE,
Each of the above budget activities are administered
and accounted for by separate subheads under the appropria-
1^1
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tion so that all obligations and expenditures are identified
and reported by the bureau program
o
The division of the Bureau having cognizance of





1, Procurement of Ordnance
AND Ammunition
2» Maintenance of Ordnance .28
AND Ammunition
3. Maintenance and Opera- ,11
TION OF Facilities
4. Improvements and Alter- .32
ATioNs TO Facilities
5. Naval Reserve .12
6. Research and Development .10
7. Industrial Mobilization .13















For the accomplishments of program objectives under
the Ordnance and Facilities Navy Appropriation j the largest
portions of the Bureau's funds are under the cognizance
OF the two major operating divisions J the Material Division
AND the Research and Development Division,
tl "
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It is, therefore, the responsibility of these
divisions together with the planning division to determine
if the objectives of the program can best be accomplished
BY Bureau of Ordnance field activities or by contract with
INDUSTRY outside THE NaVY * If THE WORK TO BE ACCOMPLISHED
IS WITHIN THE CAPACITY OF THE FIELD ACTIVITIES , IN GENERAL,
THE Bureau will assign the work to a field activity capable
OF PERFORMING THE ASSIGNED TASKS. HoWEVER , IN MANY CASES,
QUALIFIED AND SUFFICIENT PERSONNEL ARE NOT AVAILABLE , SUCH
AS SUFFICIENT ENGINEERS FOR A RESEARCH TASK, OR PRODUCTION
FACILITIES OR PERSONNEL ARE INADEQUATE FOR A SPECIALIZED
ORDNANCE REQUIREMENT, ThEN IT IS NECESSARY TO LET A CON-
tract for performance of the required task*
In these cases the Material Division and the Research
AND Development Division must decide what tasks can be
handled by the field activities and what tasks will be
accomplished by contract.
During fiscal year 1953 approximately 40% of the
APPROPRIATION ORDNANCE AND FACILITIES, NaVY , WERE GRANTED
TO THE Bureau of Ordnance field activities by allotments
and project orders to accomplish tasks as directed by the
Bureau, Approximately 60% of the appropriation were
obligated by contracts with private industry, universities,
bl
:jvj 1'jkv.'£woo xa iio z'?:ii-\^ii'i-i'^ cdax-^ :^owkV.(xftv; i\o \3k;i^-ft\!d ^Q
.r.avv:?.c v.i ^a3-iiiL\m:ok v.^i^^i-A 7.hi ^ao ty a o k<^' k'3 ^^mT vi:\v.t,iv z\
A \iko a^iok'T TkWvo ^Qiosa T:a\jf^ «^o\s:\^-\ . T:w:ai\^o«i^M :\ uuk
a aJ3.\^ ^.y.ZK'i TkHvi a;\k a^ii-viM-xTo k cj'.^i.'^ t^a^t Y3 G':^»iQ.v.kH
G^uTWka'oT'^a^avi ^l^iK:•V ^oZiTTiaiok'^ av.k -ov.kVGJiO v\c\Tkip.^.o j\<^^«^.k
a'viWAi^Toavik la a*?. iiTv^^i-^'Ok c^j-^-i-^i ^iov^kv^a^ivj ^^o \^kZi^\3C\ su'y o*^
aHt xa a-aTOSJWe Sk a-yiak-t u^ia-^^roo^^ ot eiiSG?\o T:"0';i\,oRq avk
?.a5i^ woiTk\iYqoriqq.k i.h"\: ^lo o^Ob Xxi'iT:kVv.i7Lcr.qq.K ,\3k.;>iT\3d
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and other government departments , primarily for production
and research-type tasks
o
Therefore, the field activities under the manage--
ment control of the bureau of ordnance are an important




FIELD ACTIVITIES OF THE BUREAU OF ORDNANCE
Magnitude and Financial Investment — The Bureau
OF Ordnance has management control of 17 Naval Ammunition
Depots, 4 Naval Magazines, 7 Naval Ordnance Plants, 2
Naval Net Depots, 6 Degaussing Stations, 8 Naval Research
Activities and 7 miscellaneous ordnance activities, as
follows: Naval Gun Factory, Ia/ashington , D.C^; Naval Powder
Factory, Indianhead , Md , ; Naval Torpedo Station, Keyport ,
Wa sh. ; Cen tra l Tor ped o Offi cs , Newpor t , R.I, ; Na va l Under -
WATER Ordnance Station, Newport, R.I,; Naval Mine Depot,
YoRKTowN , Va,; and the Skifees Creek Annex at the Naval
Mine Depot, Yorktown , Va,
At the Ordnance Establishment Budget and Reporting
Seminar on 26 March 1953, Rear Admiral k,S, Parsons USN,
THEN Deputy Chief of Bureau of Ordnance , stated that the
Bureau of Ordnance, among American industry, would rank
SECOND to the AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CoMPANY IN
capitalization. The tremendous financial investment in
THE LAND, BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT OF THE OrDNANCE SHORE
ESTABLISHMENT IS REFLECTED IN THE PLANT ACCOUNT VALUES.
The Class I land, plant account value of a recent report
was about $36 ,000,000, The Class II, buildings and
Ill ^i^^'VCkWC
?vrf.v;/:.:;r> -nc \^t7.?^^'^ . ?jv^v^_^,'v:\ ':itl^
aK ^-o.z-.iT.v^i'i:'jk ':ovikv\uBc r'.uo'i^vkjaj.'Da'jYv \ ewk asiv-'iiM-iT'oiV
T:i^.of".xaA tY.e\'s:k'i''6 oG'^.qp.ol dk^k.''. \.cii\ ^ ek3HVik:s.aVil t^'f^oTOk"!
aaw.3 jk^ky\ v.l.'r. I'liAOMU.;., ^^.t*i'ii.'iiO oa^-q^ol jkA-sws'O ; .RakV;
^Tioq-a^ dwi'v Jk^k':. v.l.u ^'Vs\o^vl7. . ^vvoi^k^f^* 'aowkvei-Jj b'Sikvj
. k'i I \'\.M c ' k! y, Hv.. . t 'Y «; "a'^j. ST/i1 :"•
iT:Roq'3.i\ av_k tsccui T:v\'Anv\auak'-i'aw •iovvkwcii\'o •ah'v ta
t'W2.\3 awoafikH ,Z,'-k ^ki-iiv^ok PkaA ,.^.oV^I HOHkYi ci?. vio s\kviiY\^'i
v\]t 'E\\ai\Ta'^N\ii d KiOv'ik/aA a^30Civ\?.vvAftt aul .v\e i'5kr^iJkT\^\ko
oiHowa 3ovikv\GftO ZiV.T: -^.o "Y-v^^Yiq-ix}'?'.'. civ..k oLV.icvjioa ^uvkj ^aht
.av.\)v\k^i i:\i\:.^.ook -cv.kdq. tR'i vii eBtTi'c.tiTi^.ft aii Tw^^'w^aiaaktaa.
'^V.-t,'- ; TViSO?.ft k "^0 ':i\3^ik^l TVlVOO'jk IV.Kd^. t QViKd 1 aaka^ ati'lL
V..V.K aQWiojiv^fi ^11 aokviv; "iiHl .OOC ^000t&G<4, 7T3o-k r.Kv.
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STRUCTURES , PLANT ACCOUNT VALUE WAS ABOUT $^42 ,000 ,000
»
The Glass III, machinery and equipment, plant account
VALUE was about $500,000,000, This made a grand total
value of the plant property equal to sum of approximately
$1 ,180,000,000, This plant inventory value does not
include ordnance materials which are in store for issue
TO THE FLEET OR MOBILIZATION REQUIREMENTS, ThE INVENTORY
VALUES OF CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES CARRIED IN NaVY StoCK ACCOUNT
ON THE Supply Officer 's books are not included in the
PLANT PROPERTY TOTALS, It HAS BEEN ESTIMATED THAT AT
present-day prices it would cost almost twice the present
book value to replace the plant account property in the
Naval Establishment, As a comparison with private industry^
ORIGINAL cost OF FIXED ASSETS OF THE CATERPILLAR TrACTOR
Company as of 31 December 1952 amounted to approximately
$125 ,000,000, The total sales of the Caterpillar Tractor
Company for the calendar year ending 31 December 195^1
amounted to about $460,000,000, Based on this same ratio,
5,9, OF SALES TO FIXED ASSETS, THE BuREAU OF OrDNANCE
SHORE ESTABLISHMENTS BY UTILIZING ALL PLANT PROPERTY TO
FULL CAPACITY COULD HANDLE APPROXIMATELY TEN TIMES THE
SALES VOLUME OF CATERPILLAR TrACTOR CoMPANY, ThIS
<.l. -
jo^-nk y.ooT:'i-> Y^k.': v.x G'^i:^. ,Hi-,ko ?.7^.i^qq\3S ydaKY^^J'dAoo -iio aT.u.akNi
hCT:okfi\ RKdd'iqiVii.'rK"'^ aHI -•10 ^T-iftSK a^-.yLi-a. Tio T-c:.oo »ikvaii\jvO
lOI'jKn. LKda.V<lH^T:K'o 'dV'/I -^lO P.^dk'.i JK'^^OT SU'i. .000 ^ 'O'vC ^ >',*3.I^,
vf»t.:^:I ft:'«a^'.^.o?A:\ 1?, ov\-.^ GW-a f\K'.y,x fikCA\\?dkO '.i>.hTl' rO-n xvvkq.Y^oO
)\'\KiK VXr.k.'. ^A\AT \.iO ^^::?.K- .OOO^OOO^Ob-^.,. T\3 0c.K OT C/dtViyCVK
01 ^Ts^^i-qonc. ivikdq jjk -cvasidii^) Y;\ a'vv.-.v\v.?.Ad8ki<ia. a.nOHci
SH"c a^-YM't vis^T xa;- VKV.'sy.oi^qqk o\ae'Akvi eidiK/C y'\:iok'', ko ^.ixi^a
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assumption is purely theoretical but it gives some idea
of the potential productive capacity of the bureau of
Ordnance shore establishment*
Types of Bureau of Ordnance Activities -- There are
17 Naval Ammunition Depots under Bureau of Ordnance man-
agement CONTROL, The functions of these depots are to
receive J store, segregate, recondition, modify, load,
assemble, test, maintain under proper surveillance and
issue all types of ammunition, explosive and components,
and to dispose of unserviceable or dangerous ammunition.
The depots on the East and Ii/est Goast and at Oahu, Territort
OF Hawaii, serve as storage and supply stations for ships
OF the Fleet in their respective areas and as coastal
depots, and serve also as ammunition outloading points.
It is estimated that the total area of Ammunition Depots
IS APPROXIMATELY 600 SQUARE MILES. HoST OF THE NaVAL
Ammunition Depots are classified as modified industrial
activities for accounting purposes.
There are eight Naval Ordnance Plants under the
MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF THE BuREAU OF ORDNANCE. ThE FUNCTIONS
OF Naval Ordnance Plants are to develop, design, manufac-
ture, ALTER, MODIFY AND RECONDITION GUNS, MOUNTS, FIRE
0*^ -
(j\ V;,Ek eto^S-d ^.S/.vvt: ^^o sv.o^tov.v.'^ si\'i .j^ositwc o 'Yv.sT.^.ck
av\K 'v'i'jv.kjJX'A'^i-'Ais fiJ.cLOJ'.c^ r:4cv-\3 y-.\ kTv\-.\ Kn t'tazT t'A^ar^^-^.Sk
,. ;i'£vv:^v\oqr\oo ev^k sM^-oaG^^-a ^vx\Tiv.MY\r.k '^io ^aq-i-i ajk a\3?.ax
.v>o\T\v>v.v\V;k GVtos^xcvkC i^o 'SOI !\ k::^.o;x^ fi'-u-owv. -^.0 asoqriia ot u\ik
H"\i\s -vO'^ &vio'3LCk'ra xa^^':;"i c^Ak z-nKP.oT^ ^k tl-^.^'v^t^ ^Tiikvik'A -^o
dkTiukO') sik tivk Tik'At'.k 'j:/M X T -o • <^ G .- ,^.• ,'.".i ::.v.T; \'\i T:?i' dA 'syit 10
.;./:v.ioh ^v.itiko>i^'\)o vvo\TiA\3r\v,k ak L<ijk c^'.NP.sa rv^k ^yT:oM.7.o
dTOsav. vioi^'iiviyrr.... -^0 k^^-iXk Jktoi: -lw.i 'iikR'i G^iikVMTo-. -^i ^\.
vik^Jk. au'i: Tio 'vzcj' .s>ijav\ &.? k\3 9a OOo Ya^'i^^kiMxoji^.^ik a'^
vi;v.va'Y'cv>C'A\ Lv'ii'^XGO't^ Sk aa^-'L 1 cici. ka ^j k a'iiQ:^-'. oiv Mc IT:! w\3nni\
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control equipment , rocket and missile launchers 3 torpedo
tubes, projectiles , power devices , and ammunition compon^
ents for other shore establishments and to provide techni-
cal consultation service with relation to the manufacture
and maintenance of gun mounts and components to other
stations and to private industry when approved by the
Bureau of Ordnance. Two of the Ordnance Plants are
CLASSIFIED AS NaVY INDUSTRIAL FUND ACTIVITIES, ThESE ARE
THE Naval Ordnance Plant y York, Pennsylvania and the Naval
Ordnance Plant, Forest Park, III, Five Naval Ordnance
Plants are classified as modified industrial for accounting
purposes,
Many of the Naval Ordnance Research Activities
WERE ESTABLISHED DURING it/ORLD WaR II, k/ITH THE EXPANSION
OF ORDNANCE RESEARCH SINCE THE END OF k'ORLD WaR II, THESE
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES HAVE INCREASED IN SIZE AND SCOPE OF
RESEARCH WORK ASSIGNED. ThERE ARE SIX MAJOR ORDNANCE
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES, SEVERAL SMALLER ACTIVITIES , AND SEVERAL
ACTIVITIES WHICH PERFORM ASSIGNED RESEARCH TASKS, ALTHOUGH
RESEARCH MAY NOT BE THEIR PRIMARY MISSION, ThE FUNCTIONS
OF THE Naval Research activities whose primary mission
IS research work are to conduct research and development
,
:aH '5 X a c\s -^ o h^. 's.. t^ w "^. v-\-i ^ ji'i: zm Q.\r\ i 'A -i: k^ :i si^v o t e.v» k -aw c i t. kt a
ar.k siw-Kvi- .'.-jwkwc^ivo l-^.ht: ^. o ov;';v .?.ov\k\.aftO -iC^ \3k:%ti\3d
,r.k aa^tt'L ,e,'ai'^"x\.v.'i:ck Lv\\y>'= aMfti..\3e.vl X'ikVi ak e/^iAxa-ikjo
.^kVv v.w'i cv.K k;\ v'lk .i^iv\iA?;-' <^.i-o'^ ^tv. kd-. ivyAKWCs^j jk^ikA :i\\"£
aovi.kVvC\Hv ak^^k'•l '^.^ri . .aj\ ^'AHk^i T:e?.5^o'>: t^Aka^- "j" ov\kVvGrfv.
.Ti^voo-ok sao-^i ak\ftta\5ev.:v o.iis.AO.o>r Sk Q^AT^iXodKjo iy\k ci.ivii..is
ic\avikqx;a ahi \\i\i-, .11 flkv. adKOs'i ^viXHua a3.Hr:ijakT:a^ ^^ai^'M
ia^WT ^11 fl.k>. GJi-vov. -^0 a'A-^ii ^shi riovi-xa vioiik'&a'S.7: 7_ov.kVLCJ\c -^o
'Ao sqcoo av>k r.^iio. Vv'x G'iakZRO''AX •.^lkH a'anii^i'T^Ok HOiiKiiarii--.
^ovkv\cifto f\o\.k^ ii?:-sd if.k 3.n^H'\ .a^\v.c\^^k j'iiovi vioi-k^Lasi^
LN2.a Gv.k ^asi'^.VNiTOK s\v.aak\-^a jkfi.vi^sa , a^iTiNkATOk R0ftk7\.a:ns\
;\30v.idk t-ci:Aaki' uof.k^ia^^i. c^vieiaak y". noTi F.:>..q ro'm-wi adi'vxNiiTOk
'AoxaaiY\ ^RkY^isio 'i\?.o\-\u •a'iiT'\-''jX'C'jk viOi-^kia^-V. u\k>;k':l sM'i; •><C;
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DESIGN, PROOF, AND TEST OF ORDNANCE MATERIALS , COMPONENTS,
ASSEMBLIES AND SYSTEMS; PROVIDE TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF
NEW ORDNANCE DEVELOPMENTS PRIOR TO QUANTITY PRODUCTION;
SET UP PRE-PRODUCTION FACILITIES AND PRODUCE PILOT LOTS OF
SPECIFIED ORDNANCE MATERIALS; MAINTAIN AND OPERATE SUCH
LABORATORIES, RANGES, LAUNCHERS AND INSTRUMENTATION AS ARE
NECESSARY FOR THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF ASSIGNED TASKS; CONDUCT
BASIC TRAINING IN THE MAINTENANCE AND USE OF NEW ORDNANCE
equipment; and prepare and distribute INSTRUCTIONS , REPORTS,
STANDARDS , DRAWINGS AND PUBLICATIONS, AlL OF THE MAJOR
RESEARCH ACTIVITIES ARE CLASSIFIED AS MODIFIED INDUSTRIAL
FOR ACCOUNTING PURPOSES. ThE SMALLER RESEARCH UNITS ARE
CLASSIFIED AS N ON-INDUSTRIAL*
The FUNCTIONS of the four Naval Magazines are to
MAINTAIN BASIC STOCKS OF AMMUNITION , TO RECEIVE AND ISSUE
AMMUNITION FOR THE OPERATING FORCES, TO RECONDITION CERTAIN
TYPES OF AMMUNITION TO PROVIDE EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE FOR ALL
TYPES OF AMMUNITION AND TO DISPOSE OF UNSERVICEABLE OR
DANGEROUS AMMUNITION. ThE NaVAL MaGAZINE, PoRT GhICAGO
IS CLASSIFIED AS MODIFIED INDUSTRIAL FOR ACCOUNTING PUR-
POSES, All other Naval Magazines are classified as non-
industrial.
•^ v,<j \ £ K.\3 vi K'M :• d K o :i v. vio '.'i T •» Cii \ Kq V ^Yx'ai cy a uv ^ Z'a i »i a vv'i:?,3
k
^oqi=v3. »3\'vo:^t:''jv. r.T^.wT 3\T:^3Rim!i7 e ^aVik 'aftkcaf,q q^^;,^ VTiw^vqiyQa
ikift'-ce.\K-vvx aou-iioovv Ek L^x'^iaakao ;^..v\k a'dTJi^vJXTOk iioRkTi?.af\
?.s^,k ?/Txv_\5 F.of\k'r.a'AH H.'.xiakrxa ^Hi .a'Aao^uiv^^i ?;v.n:v.^3oook i^^o*^
.ak^s\Ta\3ev.-\-\\cv\ c.k G^x-Muakvio
ov ,nj>.k o...n:v^ik^^kLi auNK . j':.\t. H '.^ivv "ho aViOii'oviM'^ awl
iviaa'v G-Vik i^j:iAO'A.. o'v ^ vvo'^-iivi'or.rvk 'no a>*.co'v?. -Diaka v^ ^ k'? vvy kv;
iTftii-j vioiTiGviOOSP oT t.o'iorio-»\ swi-Ykrvc.qo 7.rT ?^o''^ 'vA.oiTiwu^.v.k
^ ftC'. 'i ov.kwaivakv^ s\o\;i?ii:v;a s.G\MOiAq ot /\oii'iv,\3\M'\k ao a^qxT
r.o 3dt>k'^oi^ih'.«iavaA '^c 'Aaoqaiu ot uvvk v-oi'ts v^jv^nk --,0 a.^iq^T
ock"3XH'0 ^:f^o^. ^AWi^k'Okr. vi k^ ku av\\ .vio a tiv.\j^v-k a\30AS0Vvkc
- H\3q c VI 1 t:vl\j o k ao- v d k "i h'e -^u o w:v a'v.^ i a i uo i-\ a k oa V'\ x a a k >i a \
-v.ov. ok c''AX'v\^a iKdo ;v.iik aaviisikok:'; ak^kV: j^.r'vo ajA .a^Aooq
.^\ki.m:a\}av;A
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The Na7al Net Depots and Naval Degaussing stations
are much smaller activities than the four major types,
Net Depots recondition, assemble, maintain, store and
ISSUE NET AND BOOM MATERIAL, NaVAL DeGAUSSING STATIONS
MAINTAIN AND OPERATE DEGAUSSING RANGE FACILITIES TO PROVIDE
RANGING SERVICES , AND DEPERMING FACILITIES TO PROVIDE
DEPERMING AND FLASHING SERVICES FOR ALL CLASSES OF NaVY
AND MERCHANT SHIPS, DEGAUSSING IS THE PROCESS OF REDUCTION
OF THE NET MAGNETIC FIELD OF A VESSEL TO RENDER IT SAFER
AGAINST MAGNETIC INFLUENCE MINES, DePERMING IS THE PROCESS
OF STANDARDIZING THE MAGNETIZATION OF SHIPS, FLASHING IS
THE MAGNETIC TREATMENT OF SHIPS NOT EQUIPPED WITH DEGAUSSING
COILS, The Net Depots and Degaussing Stations are classi-
fied AS NON-INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES FOR ACCOUNTING PURPOSES^
Although separate allotments are granted for the mainten-
ance AND OPERATION OF THESE ACTIVITIES , USUALLY THE ACCOUNT-
ing for these activities is performed by a large parent
activity which provides accounting and logistic support,
There are seven stations of the Ordnance Establish-
ment WHICH PERFORM FUNCTIONS WHICH ARE EITHER PECULIAR TO
EACH INDIVIDUAL STATION OR ARE SO VARIED AS TO PRECLUDE
INCLUSION UNDER ANY OF THE GENERAL TYPES, ThESE STATIONS
- ^^
sciNos'A OT ^:.\-x'viaxokv cwxYBT.c:<^a vivik t?>:-i0\^a7-a cwx.^\\kj\
xMk^ -^^ a;..v:-Kau d^k ^c-^ e^oi-^si^a cvii'icikd-'v avis ovii\Si'?iqsG
a^v-^ka IX R3.GV.^R 01 dSL-iaX^ k -AO Cd:i'Vl 'JXIaVlSklA T:'i.Vv -^iHT -^0
Looi'.q .L.F..T: ax o^\xi^rviiqs . .e/^-vixn :..ov.a-\).iHVii ox't^:wokrv nv.wyK^K
ix 'ovixviaka': .aqxHo ao ViOATk>;x'\i-iiv\Dkrv ahi ovasxcPkcrAkTia -^.o
iayk'o-au H'TXvi a^qq-xv39'!i 'iioYi aqi'-ia -vo iu7.'nTKSii'? oiT-av.okY.. -a-vn:
Laakao ink aviox'CkTc. cvvxaa-okc^i.. ovk r-.n^oq:*!-.'. T-au •&\(l .acixto
iisoqi-iuq svii'-cvwioook ivo'^ a-aXTX^XT-jk jk-x :^Tv.\3ev..x-\\0Vi ak cs.x^\
,3000k ;• vv't xjdk\3a\3 ^a'5X>iXN-~vT0k ^ajii-i't -s.o \\07 Tky<:?.qo cv\k T^.o^^k
iv^sftkq s.Oi;{.a k xu a^rno'^R^q ax aTixTXM^-iok saswv ao-^ omx
.Tfioqq-oa oxTaxoea avk r;vAX'\:vAioook asQX-^on<^' ho:v\tvi xix'^XTOk
axvi^k-^iaw •i^ovikWQ.H^ avA^ ^lo avicxTkxa v.^-^aa ap.k ^KT'ix'i
ox^ 5'kXJvoAq R^dBTX'^ aHK noxttvi avioxToviv^, r,5.\0TiH.'.q >^:^xvvii t:w?.yv
;iu\3.io5ii-A o"i' ak c'^.Xr.kM oa ap.k p.o v.ox'i:k'^:a ak33ea^5XCYxX iiok^
av\ox"»:k^a ^a^vix .ai.q-.cx dkh^iw^o *ii\"T ^lo {.•k a'*io\'j\3 w;xa\3viov.x
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ARE THE Naval Powder Factory, Indian Head, Maryland; the
Naval Torpedo Station, Keyport, Washington; the Central
Torpedo Office, Newport, Rhode Island; the Naval Underwater
Ordnance Station, Newport, Rhode Island; the Naval Gun
Factory, Washington, D,G,; the Naval Mine Depot, Yorktown
,
Virginia; and the Skiffs Greek Annex, U.S, Naval Mine
Depot, Yorktown, Virginia,
The Naval Gun Factory, Washington, D,G,, is the
largest of all the Bureau of Ordnance field activities and
the largest industrial activity in the district of golumbia
This station performs many functions common to Naval Ord-
nance Plants and, in addition, operates the principal
Naval Ordnance Gage Laboratory and administers the Final
Acceptance Inspection Gage Program; stores, ranges, over-
hauls AND modifies torpedoes , AND PERFORMS MANY OTHER MIS-
CELLANEOUS FUNCTIONS AS DIRECTED BY THE BuREAU OF ORDNANCE,
INCLUDING LOGISTIC SUPPORT FOR MANY MILITARY ACTIVITIES IN
THE Washington area. The Naval Gun Factory is classified
AS AN INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY FOR ACCOUNTING PURPOSES . ThB
Bureau is planning to install the Navy Industrial Fund
AT this station IN THE NEAR FUTURE.
- ^^2.
'
,: ak^ik'A ^HT ;c^kviol ^cioH.. ^'v?o^\i7ivi .v^oxTk??. a'^T^k'AafC)
. k :S Vill) S\l' •< ^ MV. '\! T. SVO ^. ..TO ^ '.- v.
^V.T o-i ,. .'vJ.v ^V.OT>vVll^Ae.k tYF.OTl'Jk'x Vl\3-^ Oi k^ kV. liiw'l
.k ?AaT:Vvi\Tiok c,j7.i^'i :i'ov\k\io.^v.) '^o ^jk:?kHvVi "av^T ^j k -^ o T:a7.?)Bk,i
vAiwi.vA 7rrV2 an'-i'toiviir-^Qk a-Ak xs^cvikHoakA 7.ck'j z^.o\\k\^Cirij ak>ikA
-xiaNo ,&;it;v.kh ,^••l50•l:^ ;Y.ks\oofi- r.rk'- vo^To^^qava aov\kTiq'i\ooa
^vLkv^Gsl. -HO uv^swr: 3WI xa '.>a'£o.' juq i^k 3\\ci.-vo\ivn e.\3osv^k.iaao
s s-iiTi-n'^ok X. kixui.^ xv\k-\ s\o'vi 1??^'.^^^)^ on:^•i^ca "d^axc^^^^ovii
Q7.i'^^?>e.kao CTv xj\G-vok\ vi\3t) dk\kV. 2.B1 .k?^.r^.k \^f. T ova?,ak .: ^^B-v
•aw): .saaoqp.v-q. r>v.ii:vi'v?oook mr^ x-ci^-vTOk .\kis\'?s"o-.. •l:i vvk sk
a^/i\3'^. jKini: ^vmv.V XNkV. mwt aJ.kT:?A\i oi- owx'A^tk^q. ?.:t uki^'AW
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The Navy Industrial Fund was installed at the
Naval Powder Factory j Indian Head y Maryland y on 1 July 1953
The functions of this station are to manufacture , recon-
dition, test, and conduct research and development with
PROPELLANTS and high EXPLOSIVES, MANUFACTURE SULPHURIC
and nitric acids, and perform other tasks in connection
with explosives as directed by the eureau of ordnance^
The Naval Underwater Ordnance Station, Newport,
Rhode Island, the Naval Nine Depot, Yorktown , Virginia, and
THE Naval Torpedo Station, Keyport, Ii/ashington , are classi-
fied AS MODIFIED INDUSTRIAL FOR ACCOUNTING PURPOSES. ThE
Central Torpedo Office, Newport, Rhode Island, is a non-
industrial ACTIVITY^ Logistic support, including accounting
FOR the Central Torpedo Office is provided by the Naval
Underwater Ordnance Station, Newport,
In addition to providing financial support for
THE stations UNDER ITS MANAGEMENT CONTROL, THE BUREAU
allots funds for the support of ordnance department to
Naval Stations*
a complete listing by types of the activities for
WHICH THE Bureau provides budgets and allocates funds for
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION IS, AS FOLLOWS:
I XJvfv* Iv. '.10 ^UWKviXftKt. iQK'.cVl V.klCAll .^Xil'ol'j K. A?-Viv40- dK-'ikv
-VivjOar. ^ .a£V51-JK.-s.\3VLkV, Oil 3.iiK Vl'JlTktc. E.Xil't ^VO ?.AA.O I'l \fl.\3'^. 'aH'Y
•AO:iT:OaViYiO'J Vl.l S^P.KT ?.^H1C 1\PvO'^S\^C: .\v,k t?.evX;)K -DI/iTI.iW GV\k
^^2 JVjuvi'^r'v ^v.ox'^k'T?. s.-j-wkviQ-rO aaTkviii?cvV.' j. K^ki\ mH"i
,
e k vi -^ fl k ^ vio 'T r v^;\ Ha k r. , t ho q ^ '?i A ^ v.o \ t kT c o a"j\q s;oT a k'--; k". &¥, t
.\Vi .ci'ioOq^^^J^l 0^AlTVl\3O0 0k RC'^ ,lkT ftlS'OOV.l C'5- 1 -^ ".I GO v\ 3k ClT'^l'^.
-VIOW K 2.1 ^eV\k.I?/i- S.OOUi-\ t1i\0q\4'?.'A ^ 3.01'^'^ J O Q-^^ 5^.0 V ^ kHTVi-a'v
vik^kvv a.U'v xa Q.'adX-NiOi\q ^x ^j.ox'vi'vi'j oaaqRO'i jkJi'cvidO 's.b.t 5\o->i
.'^EO-'UtVl t MC X 'il KT <!» 'iOVkkVlCFvC Ra'EKVlftatlVLO
rvo'^ T HO ^q^j i\ >i K 7v o v\ K\w\ r> \ix e,x^ o i^v". 01 wo :« 7 x e e k \a1
yk;is\\3A ^ht; ^.ioiiTvioo T\\iiv\'Ai)k"v\kr\ -^.T-i s-\7ia\'i\3 a-i/iox'^kTa ^h^
o^i 'i:AAAATHkqs.'o 30'AkucLaO -^0 T:fioqq\3a ani ao'^ aavAv^ a^oajk
• ^'AOX^HkT^. ak'^ik
«noo k
io^«i aviw\:>'ii -d'.B'^iKOOjak QWk a'li'oo.ox 3"a.QXN0?iq \.\ k:-*. j\\j •: sht \»oxva<
*. 3M vl J OH Ik ^3X V..0 7^^. kP.3.<X0 QV-.k "S-O Vl kWST: 'A X kl^
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St, Juliens Creek, Virginia
Shumaker, Arkansas
Lake Denmark, New Jersey
(Storage Facility at Naval































Naval Aviation Ordnance Test Station, Chincoteague, Va
Naval C^dnance Laboratory , Corona, California
Naval Proving Ground, Dahlgren , Virginia
Naval Ordnance Test Station, Inyokern, California
Naval Ordnance Unit, Key West, Florida
Naval Ordnance Laboratory , White Oak, Maryland
Naval Ordnane Missile Test Facility, White Sands, N.Mo
S'aAi^KtJKJ^'v ,lk^KV
\\ T evil R G kVl ^ RO 'A k' 1
k ^1 X. a o a k'C V. 'I Ro 'A ^ "jit:T ,.\ f. kP.O
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kiOaoa^v tVlO'Dk'u
c \i k Cil ,. OL a '^T ko v>S
_?vioq^,vijt^ d kN K'h
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Naval Powder Factory, Indian Head, Maryland
Naval Torpedo Station, Keyport, Washington
Central Torpedo Office, Newport, Rhode Island
Naval Underwater Ordnance Station, Newport, R.I*
Naval Gun Factory, h/ASHiNCTON , D,G.
Naval Mine Depot, Yorktown, Va,
SkiFFES Greek Annex (Naval Mine Depot,
Yorktown, Va,)
Naval Administrative Unit, Glarksville, Tenn.
FIELD ACTIVITIES HAVING ORDNANCE DEPARTMENTS OR FACILITIES
FINANCED BY BUREAU OF ORDNANCE
Naval Stations Ordnance Facilities at
Overseas Bases
Adak, Alaska
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba Port Lyautey , French Morocco
Key k/'EST, Florida Sasembo, Japan
Rodman, Canal Zone Yokosuka, Japan
Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico
San Diego, California
SuBic Bay, Philippine Is,
Management of the Naval Ordnance Establishment -
Having responsibility for so many field activities with
diversified missions requires careful management by the
Bureau of Ordnance to determine that the operations of
these stations are efficient and economical in processing
assigned tasks,
Every field activity is assigned a mission which
clearly defines the broad duties, responsibilities and
^^J.
woTO'Aiwakvi ^iJioq^jiA ^v.o^Tki'ii "oa3.qf\o'l ak^ikA
A ^TrtoqvriCA ^'AonikTii 'Aowkv.QflO r'at k-v»i ft^a ClVi\3 ak-vik"^
. . , ^ Vio '1 ViiiA ;^ k .•'; I X i\o ->: k\ vi\jO a k^ k^^
.k\ ,.-v^^ot:tisio1 ^toq.:!\'c -a-wiY, ak^kv\
Ik SAiTiiaxok'-. sowkvsAifC)
00 SAO' 1 HOVl^R*'! tXSTUkXA TaoH
\lk^\k\j t^ti^\'iv<'ik?;






S-Vio b. J k A k' J t 'A kv\ Gc ri
kiviao"* S-aK'.' ^oo'si'd vik'd
v\/i:
\
'A a;> ?; 'v* :i '^ x t k cva ? \^^ y vl kv, a ftO''\ "( •! v jii a '^ awo -^ a^5 r 'ai 4 kV-
sui' xa T:wdv\.a.Ok"v\kr. d^^'^i^RkO a^Hi^jQaft ai&oiaai^ a?,x-4xaf\ ^hi e
, ana k^i: e-avi 01 a a k
HOiHNfi vio:saaiw k a^vvoi^Sk a^i xiiNiTOk aa?^!-^ xi\?^^'c
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FUNCTIONS, Funds and personnel ceiling are granted to the
activities by the bureau to carry out the assigned work,
Allotments or project orders are the two main methods of
allocating funds to the field activities, normally,
allotment FUNDS MAY BE OBLIGATED ONLY DURING THE FISCAL
YEAR IN WHICH GRANTED. EXPENDITURES FOR OBLIGATIONS
INCURRED PRIOR TO THE END OF THE FISCAL YEAR MAY BE MADS
UNTIL THE END OF THE SECOND FOLLOWING FISCAL YEAR, PROJECT
ORDERS ARE AVAILABLE FOR OBLIGATION AND EXPENDITURE DURING
THE FISCAL YEAR IN WHICH ISSUED AND FOR THE NEXT TWO FISCAL
YEARS,
A PROJECT ORDER MAY BE CONSIDERED THE SAME AS A
CONTRACT BETWEEN THE BuREAU AND THE FIELD ACTIVITY TO
ACCOMPLISH SPECIFIC WORK FOR A SPECIFIC SUM OF MONEY BY
A DEADLINE DATE. ThE OVERHAUL OR MODIFICATION OF FIFTY
torpedo detonators within a one-and-a-half year period
would be an example of work assigned by a project order,
In accepting a project ordkr, the Commanding Officer
affixes his signature accepting the terms of the project
ORDER, Illustrations on pages 29 and 30 are examples of
ALLOTMENTS AND PROJECT ORDERS ASSIGNED TO FIELD ACTIVITIES*
ci^ -
-.0 aaoiiT:>iv^ viiKr^ o^"J ^ht: sp.k ^ftsap.o tO'^^TjOnq wo a'cw.^YV'sodjiv
aK.od\'^, ^HT oviiRUG xjvic; q'5t:>l; \,Avio af^ x t^i\ e.'jviu'^^ T:vi?.r>TOviak
r.\,oh~-.. .vik.uY dK'j'ai-A o\/^iv4c: i<ic\ vivico-ji'^ :aViT: ^lo ca:*. -aHi: d ^ TViu
j^vA oMT nxavi 'srt: ftO'»i ohk. G'cIW^^b-v Hoi\^vi vvi fik::ix aKor>;s.'5i a^AT
ot: xTiMX't'Dk aa?/.i'^ awi q.\\k ^Jk^aaisci v^ > ..^ x>; k. .... ..
lOTR'^q jikS.Y •'dku- k- a-vik-"3.vo k a-xhi::^vj ?,-'>0TkVi0'Y:ia oaaq.F.oT:
.s\.^a;\c i:o'a.\,op.q k Xd Q;^vi!Oiaak ^Aiiox-i -^o ~^viqv>kxa v.k an ej'oovi
ft-jio i'?i'5iC/ ov\iciviknvio'o SHT> ., TO .v\jo:r'-.a k ovL\T:<4?.ook ^^1
lo-AisOftH AW^i: Tio rinas.^: aviT svu'mL^i.o'Ok ^aii\3"i:k\'vsia aiR askxi-^^k
a.£vdqyik:iLa. Afik 0^ civik ^^- aasK^i %o ?.wo.\'i:k>iT3\3j»il .R'aciRO
!s.\'i: XN\T:ok ajax'Ji 01 d'AviDxaak sjiaaao 'co'diiCHq. owk ai-wa^A'TodJ k
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PROJECT ORDER
[See reverte »id» for in»truction» in ifuini ptojtet order) F I2a- 1 jMO' N JSJ
ORDERING DEPARTXENT OR COMPONENT
Departinent of the Navy
Bureau of Ordnance Washington 25, D* C.








To be ccpipleted by 31 December 195
A
DATE
RIPTION OF WOHK TO BE PERFORMED AND OTHER INSTRiJCT IONS (If additional apace ia rt,.tuir«d. uae Supplame'ntal Data Sectit
aide hereof or attach additional aheete)
For the manufacture and special packaging of twenty (20) Test Units >fe.rk 44







AT ION TITLE AND SYMBOL









;iTIFY THAT TWIS ORDER IS PUCED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE ACTS OF JUNE 5. 1920 AND JULY 1. 1922 (41 VSC 33)
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PROJECT ORDER REGULATIONS. WORK TO BE PERFORMED AND MATERIAL TO BE PROCURED PURSUANT TO THIS ORDER
i'ROPERLY CHARGEABLE TO THE APPROPRIATION OR OTHER ACCOUNTS INDICATED ABOVI UNTIL 30 June 1955 .THE EXPIRATION
OF THIS PROJECT ORDER. FUNDS IN THE AMOUNT INDICATED ABOVE HAVE BEEN OBLIGATED ON RE(?(^DS S^'^MkM'oEPAK-WIHT
.
TITLE OF AUTHORIZING OFFICER SIGNATURE
J
ABOVE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE SATISFACTORY AND ARE ACCEPTED.
'^^^^0 JNAME AND TITLE OF ACCEPTING OFFICER
H FORH y1 1 «
' NOV §0 <£t I I D57578
liSTRUCTIOiS
This form is intended for use by military depart-
ments in placing project orders with installations
within the Department of Defense.
ITEM 1 - Date of project orderor amendment.
ITEM 2 - Name and address of ordering department
or component.
ITEM 8 - Number ass igned to project order by order-
ing department or component for control purposes.
ITEM 4 - Number assigned to project order amendment
by ordering department or component for control
purposes. Formal amendments shall be numbered con-
secutirely.
ITEM 6 - Name, address, and station number of per-
forming installation.
ITEM 6 - Instructions for place, date and method
of delivery, if applicable. Where additional space
is required for these instructions, use Supple-
mental Data Section.
ITEM 7 - Full description of the work ordered
(thia may be incorporated by reference) and such
Other instructions as conditions of inspections;
shipping, packing and marking instructions; etc.
Dse Supplemental Data Section or attach additional
sheets, if necessary. Limitations, if any, appli-
cable to the appropriation or other accounts re-
en«i<:|levant to this order are shown in the Snppleniei<
Data Section below.
ITEM 8 - Insert in these spaces the Complete
i
counting classifications chargeable and the amo.l
obligated by the ordering department or composf
for the work ordered (the block entitled "alto
aent" ia to be uaed only when the ordering deptt
ment ia actum 1 ly citing an allotment account
ITEM 9 - Insert in the spaces provided, the ezpii
tion date of the project order; the name, tit
and signature of officer, or his authorized repi
sentative, controlling or having responsibili
for the administration of the funds cited oat
project order or amendment. If authorizing offic
is other than one having fiscal respons ibilit
the ordering department must have on file, as si
port to the certificate, a written statement
such an- officer substantiating the fiscal porti
of the certificate.
ITEM 10 - The performing installation shall itt
cate acceptance in this space. Duplicate, be&ri
acceptance date, name, title and signature of g
cepting officer shall be returned to the orderi
department or component. If the performing insti
lation is unable to accept the project order,
shall return promptly the original project ord
form to the ordering office with appropriate e
planat ion.
ALLOTMENT AUTHORIZATION











Chl«f , Bureau of Ordnance
TITLE OF APPROPRIATION AND SUBHEAD
Ordmnc9 & Facilities 1<^ S. H. 28
APPRO. 8 SUBHEAD SYMBOL
PURPOSE OF ALLOTMENT C/Vo.r 0/ Pro;fct)






( 1 1 50,000
OFF ice: PERFORMING ALLOTMENT ACCOUNTING (This data must he r>rnvided)





Boston 29, MsissacfausettB (41 20,000
IMPOBTANT NOTE
Khtn aliotments are granted jor more than one quarter, anounts authorized for other TOTAL 100,000





DECREASES ARE ShO*M BY "I ) '•
—
1. LeCbor ajoi naterlal ezpezidltures Incident to the maintenance, repair, orer-
baul (when authorized by BuOrd), aodernlzatlon, and preservation of J cogni-
sance fire control naterlal and associated BuOrd controlled spare parts, tools
and accessories and expenditures Incidental to receiving, recardlng, sorting,
handling, identifying, storing, packaging, and preparation for shipment.
2. The following expenditure account nuidt>er Is authorised: 69OOO series.
3. %«aeumbered l)alances on quarterly authcrltatloos cure carried fomard and
a^allahle until expended.
k» Station is requested to report under "Remarks" CoIubki of WVTKXOS 3^^1^5 any
•access or deficiency in authorization.
5. Obligations and cosmitments cannot he lodged against this expenditure
anttaarlcation until receipt of an AUAY authorizing conmitment and ohligatlon








Assistant Director for Planning
Material Division
J*TOT2UOIV3fl<l
( )•• ra w»ot« 3flA 23a*3«33a





The Bureau grants per diem and per annum civil
service personnel ceiling to the field activity, provided
that sufficient funds are available and that civil service
position descriptions have been approved where required
,
the station is authorized to recruit and hire civil service
employees up to the authorized personnel ceilings.
In many Bureau of Ordnance Activities , due to the
technical nature of the work, a high percentage of funds
is expended for civilian labor. materials, utilities and
contracts for outside services are the other major purposes
for expenditure of funds.
Upon request of the Bureau of Ordnance, military
personnel allowances for officers and enlisted men at
FIELD ACTIVITIES ARE ESTABLISHED BY THE BuREAU OF NaVAL
Personnel after approval by the Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations (Personnel). Pay and allowances for military
personnel are paid from the appropriation Military Pay,
Navy administered by the Bureau of Naval Personnel. Al-
though THE STATION ALLOTMENTS ARE NOT CHARGED FOR THE PAY,
ALLOWANCES AND SUBSISTENCE OF MILITARY PERSONNEL, ALL OTHER
PERSONNEL EXPENSES, SUCH AS MAINTENANCE AND UPKEEP OF
.scvixj;^;-:.:' d3.\\iAori.R-iq ci'^L^Tiiov^Ty k 2.r'£ o'v q\3 a^-iiXOuAq-W^
•viQ'WU^ 'r.O SOKTWSOf^'ciq W'olH k t:\f\OV! 'SF.I -5^.0 S.n\31kV\ .lkO:i'A\lO'.Hl
'dOqrvV3q H0\»KI". aiiRTO S.W1 ^jiiik ^a.O:S^iHai^ 'i.01'dT\30 S^On aTOkiVCViOO
V.kl'laW* ^'dOY^kVv'viH^; '-10 \}kSS\\3c. SVIT '^O ia"A\3Ci:a.rt "vioq^J
"tk via.1^ d'd'T^iai.ivit. ci^K r.ftaoi'-'r-vo Rc/^ c.\:'\'0vvkViOAivik a:--Vi\^0 3H^q
"f HK-iiiviivv r-vo-^ a^'o \'' kv5 a J k avik Xk^. ,'^Ci'viv\o'^AS--i') aA^xTkaa^o
t Y k - 1 xhK'^\A\.. v^. T • \: k :i s^q Rqq k j
u
^ wo iw ci kq s. h k d 'am vio a niP
-\.. vi'jwvic .:?!•;;-- dk\NV. Ao \5k"4a\3"; am: Xr. ciaRaT:aivviv\cik x^kV,
Xk'^ AViT^ iKi'n. Ci'rfiOakHJ TOV» ^^.ftk at Vl'>:vV"loa .'i k WO X 'C k^il c'. 'fv-UT R'D'"0OH'?
Rt i:; d a k t d ^iiwwo a r "Aq x ii kt x d x ^' -^ o ;:. o vi^t: a \ a a is a e v. k a 'ii o vi k\^i o j a k
-10 qs2Yiq\3 Civik :ivo-\Ak\\^T:wxkv\ ak uo'oa ^a'a.a-w'aqT:;^ a?WAoai\Tiq
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. BARRACKS, GALLEYS, MESS HALLS, QUARTERS, CHAPELS, AND
DISPENSARIES, AND TRAVEL EXPENSES OF MILITARY PERSONNEL,
ARE PROPERLY CHARGEABLE TO THE STATION MAINTENANCE AND
OPERATION ALLOTMENT,
Having been granted funds, manpower and facilities,
j
I
THE Commanding Officer of the activity is responsible
TO THE Bureau for completion of assigned tasks and carrying
OUT THE STATION MISSION,
\
Progress reports, financial status reports, work i
MEASUREMENT REPORTS AND MANPOWER REPORTS SUBMITTED BY THE
FIELD ACTIVITIES ARE TOOLS UTILIZED BY THE BuREAU IN EX-
ERCISING MANAGEMENT CONTROL, AlSO, VARIOUS INSPECTIONS
and informal visits are used to evaluate progress being
made, to determine efficiency and economy of operations
and to verify compliance with existing regulations,
The illustration on page 33 prepared by the
Comptroller of the Bureau of Ordnance shows how the Bureau
EXERCISES MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF THE NaVAL OrDNANCE ESTAB-
LISHMENT BY FUND CONTROLS , INSPECTIONS AND MANPOWER CONTROLS.
The VARIOUS reports rendered by the stations to the Bureau
FOR MANAGEMENT CONTROL ARE VIVIDLY INDICATED ON THE CHART,
- ^^
Q;/vk .-.'0'A.k\vii:v'\iky, v.oiTK-va 'aht: o^s; •aaak-a-oRK^.o ^aR3.qoHq -ARk
. t: vi '.>i v^ "c a vi k VA. s 1 k Hzq <
iiniaiokA (iVik f\'o^voqV;k\A tciavi\3'!i a-ST:\;kiiC 'a%-a^ ovii\ k \
:'4.via-x^v.o^.^:4H ?A L'T:v^i:si:ok
-art -^.o ftsoi^i'^vj 3v\avLkr>Y\o/v-
-^ht
•Ail ^a cij'.T'iixvi&'je e;Tfloq'Ai\ RS^v^Ciqwkv\ v.v.k vuinoq^fi Tvi:ir.;«^H\3akVi\
.'i'Ad \:k??qO TIO Yl'\07.r:0.r> CW k X rt >• 1 J A vi 'iL ,1 V.ir>Fi:iT? ^ '^^ ^?''\'r
?ikT?;i:v ^.ovikviGw^j ak\K.. '. i^.t: so ao-rrcvio-j tviay\y.Okv.k\\ c/a^.io^-i'i-^y
.J1R\31\ .MV5 OT ?.VlOi.'ik'-r.i S.HT Ya a'-ilRSQWaft BTiiOq-iiF. G^JOlTikM l.V.'i




Classification of Field Activities for Accounting
Purposes -- The Bureau of Ordnance is one of the few
bureaus of the i^avy department which has:: field activities
IN THE FOUR C LASSI
C
IaT I ONS FOR ACCOUNTING PURPOSES, ThE
Navy Comptroller designates the account ing classification
OF FIELD ACTIVITIES IN VOLUME III OF THE NaVY COMPTROLLER
Manual <,
Paragraph 031200 of the Mavy Comptroller Manual
6describes these classifications as follows:
Makes
Overhead
Type of Activity Financing Medium Distribution
Industrial Annual Appropriation Yes
Modified Indus- Annual Appropriation Yes
trial
NoN' Industrial Annual Appropriation No











Navy Comptroller Manual, Volume III, Appropriation ,
Cost and Property Accounting (Field) Par 031200,
!^^
'd
^3.X ?/.\ L \\o I T K 1 nq o ftqq ^. a kv^ v.vik a k n p.t i v> av^.l
oYi a/t 'Ao-iikiBqoftqqK cikviiAviiv -?,vgvi1 viz.\-^y\ ^q>k\
d kl RT
oY\. ;:. WO X t: kl ftt. o nqq >x d k\3 \\w iv a k 1 hi zm a'.il - ^\o ..
.OO^toO aki <^Gdai'^\') cvi7TW}oot>i. x'tRTiqort^ GVk T!::;o-
CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NAVY INDUSTRIAL FUND AT
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE ACTIVITIES
Naval Ordnance Plant 3 York, Pennsylvanza - On
August 1, 1951, the Navy Industrial Fund was installed at
THE Naval Ordnance Plant, York, Pennsylvania. This was
ONE OF THE FIRST NAVAL ACTIVITIES TO OPERATE UNDER A
WORKING CAPITAL FUND, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISION
OF Section 405 of Public Law 216. This statute established
working capital funds in the department of defense for
the purposes of financing inventories and for providing
working capital for industrial-type activities*
The Navy Industrial Fund at York operates under a
charter and a capitalization of $3,500,000, granted by the i
Secretary of Defense, in accordance with Title IV Amendments
TO National Security Act of 1947.
An illustration portraying the operations under
Navy Industrial Fund financing at York is shown on page 36
It is interesting to note that all manufacturing charges,
such as direct labor, direct materials , overhead expenses
AND CONTRACT SERVICES ARE FINANCED BY THE NavY INDUSTRIAL
Fund. Upon completion of the work, the appropriation
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OPERATIONS UNDER NIP FINANCING
CUSTOMER
lUORO IS ULTIMATE CUSTOMER
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THE Navy Industrial Fund is credited for the same amount,
thus replenishing the revolving fund,
It is obvious that there are many advantages to
THE Bureau of Ordnjn ce and to the plant management at
Naval Ordnance Plant, York, in having, as the financing
MEDIUM, THE NaVY INDUSTRIAL FUND , ThESE ADVANTAGES ARE
LISTED IN AN ARTICLE WRITTEN BY THE DEPUTY COMPTROLLER
OF THE Bureau of Ordnance: '
The major advantages gained by the home office,
I.E. THE Bureau of Ordnance, in this case are:
1. The Bureau is able to evaluate and compare
THE overhead RATES WITH COMPARABLE FUNCTIONS AT
other field stations under its management control.
For example, a determination may be made by the
Bureau as to the efficiency and cost of operations
of individual overhead functions,
2. It will be possible, as the installation of
Navy Industrial Fund systems progresses in industrial
productive stations under the Management Control of
this Bureau, to compare costs of operations and to
develop cost competition between stations of a simi-
lar NATURE.
3. Through the media of simplified accounting
AND reporting SYSTEMS, THE COST OF WORK PERFORMED
will be tied in with the individual BUDGET PROGRAM
AS PRESENTED AND JUSTIFIED BEFORE THE APPROPRIA-
TIONS Committees of the Congress. The amount of work
PERFORMED WOULD BE DIRECTLY CONTROLLED BY ORDERS
PLACED WITHIN THE LIMITS OF MONEY APPROPRIATED FOR
SUCH WORK BY BUDGET ALLOCATION,
4. It will BE POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN MORE ACCURATE
ESTIMATES OF COSTS OF PLANNED PRODUCTION PRIOR TO
PLACING PROJECT ORDERS WITH THE NaVAL OrDNANCE PlANT ,
York,
'E. S, Til LEY, ''Use of Forking Capital Funding by
THE Navy's Bureau of Ordnance," The Controller , August
1952, PP. 375, 386.
..V.-, -V ,^- • - -- -..--,^v....:^v>.. o^3^VY
;"3.0 ViKViCjV', '- \5kaR\3i "^iVi
'^
'
-.^Rk ask-o aiuT wi ,^:)^AkviciftO mo \jk:ii-\3?i^ mi-r .-i.\
'k' >^oo cvik ^Tk\3jK^a or 'ii«iak ai \3kaP\3>\ sft\: ,.i-'
'^"'^k •iwo\T:ovi\3'^ sjakJ\kqY\oo i\t:\m asTkft ak^Hft-NO sbt:
aHT xa ackn sa Xk^ v^ciikvaY\ft^Ti'ati k ^aaqY\ki.^ ^^o^
aviovikR:.>.qo ^vo 'r.:oo am xo vi-aioi^^a avn: o'i: sk
\3k^dft\J.
.aviox^iovwv;^ ak3.HRS.^o vik\3ai^iav.i '«vO
-^0 vioi. .lAkTsv.i 'dvvv ak ,2LuGiaaoq sa ^^^"^ l} '^ ,
•i^o doftT^/^o^O w.av.it)k^^kU ^HT Ji^do^^ av^oiTikta
'^'^^'^^^^^J^l
oT av.k a^ovTk.a7iqo -^o a'sao-D ^dftk^v^oo o- ^^^^'^-'^^^^^^"^
-T- T- k -^0 av.oTT^ia v\3svtsft wcitnisqv.oo -^ooo
qOd^M^C
.'ia.rv'O'^kVi. RKvi
-kifiqoaqqk ^.ht: ^p.o-'.^a Q-ai^iTav,^ ^Wk a^TT/iaa'Ar.q
ak
, -^0 'vva^cv^k ^AV.-^ .aasRcvio^ -^kt: -^o ea^^:'tllM^o^ sv^o^'^^^
aR'i.o.0 xa G^iaviosiivio'D XviTO^rvTa sa Q>i\30N4 tiar.AO'^ft.."
i^o'. ci;^TMi^qo.hqqk x-av^ovi -^o aiiiM.! ^.ht: ^/iibt^m
asokd'-.
.v^oxTkOoJiak faca^a xa Tjii^ovj y^ow^
.kr.^"^DO:^ -asic. •Aix\T:ao 01 Sviai^ooq aa »idi^*i -^cY .^
oi'aoiaq vv iio\3Qoj\q tia-wkdq -^lo ataoo "lo a^TikWita.
.,:: ^i-vKvM-- . A--.x" :.v- . r.'^^ivi aRSGi^.o lo'av.oftq o^i-^ka'i





5. The Navy Industrial Fund is providing a more
effective means for contro lling the cost of end items
MANUFACTURED AT THE NaVAL OrDNANCE PlaNT , YORK,
thereby simplifying and strengthening the financing
,
accounting, and budget administration procedures,
Major advantages of su ch a financing medium
AS AN Industrial Fund to plant management are:
i. Plant management and operating supervisors are
becoming more cost conscious , which should result in
increased economy and efficiency,
2, Comparisons of actual versus estimated costs
are made available to supsrvisorso estimated hours
allowed for each process in the production of end
products are checked against the actual hours re"
quired; this information is made AVAILABLE TO VARIOUS
LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT SO THAT DEFICIENCIES MAY BE
CORRECTED. ThIS SAME INFORMATION IS MADE AVAILABLE
FOR PLANNING AND PRODUCTION METHODS PURPOSES IN
ESTIMAT ING FUTURE PRODUCTION,
v5. Monthly budgets are prepared vmich forecast
COSTS OF production AND SALES BASED ON DELIVERIES
OF COMPLETED END ITEMS, BUDGETS FOR PRODUCTION PRIOR
TO INSTALLATION OF THE NaVY INDUSTRIAL FUND WERE
based on the scheduled work load and not on deliveries
of end items,
4. The overhead rates remain comparatively
STEADY, which WILL BE AN AID TO INTELLIGENT OPERA"
tions planning and in the furnishing of data for
estimating costs of future production,
5. Standardization of functions has resulted
in uniformity between accounting and budget work,
Establishment of an organization for the Gomptro ller
Department has more clearly enunciated and delineated
accounting and budgeting RESPONSIBI lities,
6. Procurement of Material from vendors has
BEEN FACILITATED UNDER NaVY INDUSTRIAL FUND DUE TO
the c onsolidation of purchases,
7. There has been a reduction of approximately
10% in the number of job orders used for production
CONTROL,
6, The cost center concept, by which related
PRODUCTIVE costs ARE GROUPED, AND WHICH WAS INSTALLED
AS A COMPONENT PART OF THE NaVY INDUSTRIAL FUND
SYSTEM, PERMITS BUDGETS TO BE PREPARED FOR DIRECT
RELATED COSTS BY SOURCE OF CHARGES, PREVIOUSLY,
SUCH COSTS WERE BUDGETED FOR BY PLANT DEPARTMENT •
^z





owiov.^xv. ^ .. rv BO \3a '^0 aask'ivikxaK flc\iK'r.
RK as\oaiNi\aq\3a avii'SKiA^qo aviK TViawackWKV iWKd^. .1
Tj\3o5.ri a^\3C;ua HOiftv* ^aT30ioa'AOO laoo S-aoyv cviiYvou^-
aicoo a'iiT kr.i'Yi'as a\3SJ\.A^ ak\3'50k -^o avioaiRKc\Ao'0 .^
as\\3ov. aaiKi^ma^v .^iloalNi\'v^<5 \3a ot: ^aakJiK^k ao.kY^ "i^bk
a.Via "^0 vio-iT:o\3cioaq. jjht vii aaaooaq. ROk^ FxO-vi aavjoa ok
-aft SRVJO'A .ik\3iok aviT -Yaviik^k ca-AO-ano asr^k aTO\3aoft^
?>^3ciF-;--^i ot: 'AjeKJikNK Sviki?\ ai v.o\tkVfto:^^Ai ait.T: va'^fliu^
^6 iKV\ a'sioviiiioi'^aG TiKKt oa T viaviao kv^kv. "vvo aoia-MJid
s-d a kJ ji kNi k aakY\ ai ^loiikY.F^o-iivii ar.k?. aiH\ .aiiTio^a-ftao-D
vi-i S's.aoqp.Ajq aciowiaYi vio\toA3eoftq evLk ovawvikd^i fto~.
. VICj "X T ^3 CO I -Cl "APA^ "^^3 '»^ VII •!: kYii 1 a :-
as^iA^i^iaaa vio aaaka aaaka ovik vioi.'i:o\3QOfl'^ -^o atao'o
aoii.q. vioiTO\}CiOHq. rc^. aTaca\3d .ar-a^x G'A^^i Ga^ria^vvoo ^o
aas^v. C35A\3'\ akiLfl']Ea\3QV.l Y^k^ -ahi -^lo vioiTk^iakT^aVii o-:
axR3i'><id'Aa v V'^-' avik Ckoa y.flov . ,\v, u-^Hoa avn; wo ay?.^
.al^a^:^ dv
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-kJi3qo •ti^ia'oidvii.'^vii OT Qik vik an d.n^* hoihvj ^xakata
Ro-^ k'SkG '-lO ovi\¥,aivifi\j'^ sht: ^m G\ik 3Vl\^&vlkdq avioxt
.vioxT:o\3aoRq aRyTi^J-^ -^o aiaoo ^vin^kViT^a^
a'aT:^\3aafl ak^ avioxTov.xj'n -^o vioxTkF.io.RkawkT'E. ,t
.-ARO^/J T:'3.ca\3a e.v.K ;:.vii'\vi\3 0'Dk AA^avmsa XT:i¥\H0''.ivi\3 vii
Raaa oftTqYioO ^v.i sao'^^ woiTk^iivikos^^o Vik tio TviavHai^skTia^
CLaT:kavi3.a2.a avik aa.'i:kiov\\3v\T4 xjRkado aRQ*v a'kvi T:via¥\TiHt.q"2.v
.aaiTld 3.t.iaA0qa-a.ft OVL11'aO0^^. GVlk 0Vll.TVi\3000k
akE aftoc^AS^j ¥\0R'^ vikiR'ATikW -^o iVLaY\aj\\3 0AS. /d
01 'A\3G avi\3'''i vikiRTa\3avil x^kW fl'acvi'13 aaTkT:;s.JiOk'^ vioiaa
.aaakv.ojwjq "^o AoiikGivioawoo aHT
XviatKY^ixoRqqk tio vioiTiovja-SR k via3.B ak\^ sr.ivh'Y .^
Aon:o\3aoF.q fto*^ a3.a\3 af^auRo ao\» '^o R'iiLdY'i\jv. aiAi vii o^Oi
aatkaaH woihvj xi- ^i^qaowoo aaTviao taoo ^d\V; .o
a-i^aak'^a-wi akv hoihvi gviiv ^Qaq\30P.'o ^hk a^aoo a^n:o\)<iOi^q
Gw^^ aklRta\3a^Al XNkVi aHT -^o TRkq TwiivioqYvoo k a^
TioaRia ROTi QaRkqaRq aa o'l aTioavja a'TiY^Raq ^i^ataxe.
^xjia\3oi-^aR4. .aaoRkK-D -^o aoR\3oa xa aTaoo QaTikaaf.
.T^avviAkqao. Tiv.kjq xa ro-^ ciaTac'Q\3fi aaaM a^aoo uovvo
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9. The Navy Industrial Fund system provides mors
efficient means of controlling the costs of goods
and services produced and establishes a more flexible
means for financing budgeting, and accounting for
SUCH operations; eliminates entirely the many SOURCES
OF FUNDS PREVIOUSLY USED TO FINANCE INDUSTRIAL
OPERATIONS AT THE NaVAL OrDNANCE fLANT, YORK,
10, Accounts are now kept on an accrual basis
IN accordance with generally accepted commercial
PRINCIPLES. The elimination of the old cash basis
AND introduction OF THE ACCRUAL BASIS HAS RESULTED
in the development of more factual fiscal data, and
the simplification of cost accounting methods,
11^ The Navy Industrial Fund tends to emphasize
the requirements of local management for timely
information concerning the operating costs by
functions and focuses sharply attent ion to such costs
according to the department and cost center,
It is understood that the Navy Industrial Fund
INSTALLATION AT NaVAL OrDNANCE PlANT, lORK HAS PROVED SO
SUCCESSFUL, THAT IT IS BEING USED AS A GUIDE BY THE NaVY
Comptroller and the bureau in implementation of the
Navy Industrial Fund at other activities under the
MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF THE BuREAU OF OrDNANCE,
Naval Ordnance Plant, Forest Park, Illinois - On
1 January 1953, the Navy Industrial Fund was installed at
THE Naval Ordnance Plant, Forest Park, Illinois. This
WAS THE SECOND BUREAU OF OrDNANCE ACTIVITY TO OPERATE
UNDER A WORKING CAPITAL FUND,
'The PRODUCTIVE operations at Naval Ordnance Plant,
Forest Park are greater than at York, The government
aaoos 'HO E.T?.oo set ^vnd^ioftivioo ^lo a'«.k.i.t\ Tvisio^i'vi'-n'a
;s.0A\30o xvik^ aK't Yd^.RiTvis. EaTKViivida \a^on:kR^qo Houa
.:iifio't itvxkj 1 a.ovikviaft0 ak^kW am: tk avioiT^ft3.qo
aiaka Jk\3fiook vik vio i^^wii viovi a.ftk aTv.iioo'Dk .01
akX'3ft.':'ni\co a^Tq'S'ook xjxik^'aviT.o ht:im aoviKQftcook v^s.
'-.idkb vvako cao ^HT 'v^c vioiTkVii^Xvia. s.h'I .aaaqiov.iRq
daTJusaR ^KV. 3iak6 jky^vook •^h'i -^o 'Aon:o\3G.oRT:v.i ewk
a\lK 4k'£ka JkOEl^l dk^^TOk''. SROl^ "TIO tvi'.^¥\qo js^^ a SRi: %i
^d-S-r^T: s{^\ T:\ii-i.'nTLSkvikY\ jkoou -^o aT:viSY\'5.fvi\3 93.R awT
xa aiaoo ovaikH3.qo srt: oviiviH'aovio'j A/von:k\-\p.o"^iAi
iiaoo -HOVja oi vion:vijiTT;k YdqhkHs a:?La\300'5i GWk sv-oi^j-dvluti
^Av,v\ dkiftT:av3C!LV.l '£^ k-. swT TikHi G0 0T:aHa.Qvi\3 ai i\
oa a:»i^Oi^q akH ^noi ^iv^k^S a.-DVikVidftO vIkmw '\:k -iicitKdJkTavtv
x^kVi SH-Y Xft scm3c k ak a'Aa\j cviic^u a\ ••5:;s -skviT ^do '^.^ioovia
SRi;: •"•'.0 v:'oi i^kTvvari?-d''-iY.:v. v.\ \)ka.:r^:V3ii ^\ii- Qvik ftajdGtiTqY.o*o
a.i\T R^'iuvi\3 aA-^TiNiTOk ii^Hio Ik GViis'A dkiftTiav^avil \^k.
.aov.kViQHO Tio \3kaft\3'S. s"ftT: 'HO doftT'vioo T^Aari'a.Qk'v^Kv
"^
- oiLOAiddl «.7».;ik'^ Ta^hg^*^ tiwkd'-'; ao'vikv.gfiO jk-^kW
tk caaaktavii ak\4 o.ym^ dkT.RT:a\3(jvil x^ » ^obv»I xRk^rv\k\. I
aiWl .axovaddl ^>v-.k'i Taaao'^l tT:\fKd.S. so;/ik-v\a.RO dk'^kM sbt
STkH-aqo 01^ XTi^T'YOk :3ovik>ACffO -ho uks.j-^vj'i avioo?.a ^^ht av.'
.'ovikViaflO dk^kW. Tk a^Aoi'ikfiaqo s>iiTO\3co?q ^di
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INVESTMENT OR PRINCIPAL OF THE NaVY INDUSTRIAL FUND AT
Forest Park as of 30 June was $6,b00,000.
For each activity operated under the Navy Indus^
TRIAL Fund, an official publication of the office of the
Navy Comptroller is developed for the station to provide
authoritative accounting , BUDGETING AND REPORTING PRO^
CEDUREs. This is titled the Navy Industrial Fund Handbook,
The princ ipal features of the Navy Industrial Fund
accounting system as outlined in the handbook are to
n
provide:
performed and services rendered , and controlling
the amount of cash to be invested in inventories
and work in process.
2, Financial control of commitments, dis-
bursements, REIMBURSEMENTS , COST DISTRIBUTIONS
,
and to provide other authority to accept entries
to be recorded in the accounting system.
3, For budgets which will provide management
with information required to exercise control in
the following areas:
A, Cash requirements;
B* PRODUCTION COSTS; AND
C. MANUFACTURING AND GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENSES,
4, A SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTS , CONSISTING OF A GENERAL
LEDGER, SUBSIDIARY LEDGERS, CASH RECEIPTS AND DXS-
BURSEMENTS REGISTERS , PURCHASE AND SALES REGISTERS
,
AND BASIC JOURNAL ENTRIES TO PROVIDE:
^II.S, Department of the Navy (Office of the
Comptroller) , Naval Ordnance Plant 3 Forest Park, Illinois 3
Navy Industrial Fund Handbook, Pp, 1-4, 1-5,
01 ^.HK Tiooaav.KH '31HT \^3. Ci3:v^"i»n;\3 «K ttli.'VI^Xa 0V11"!:V\3 0-J0K
"''. A(ii\on<^
^firiovi jdk ao^ ^:'A•a¥\s^H\3a•i^X'ifl C!Vii?.T3svia Xd "-tviijoo
^aip.oTivmNva vix aaT:?.SN^^.^ " • '^'v rsko '^o Tw\30Yik ^ht:
.aaaoofiq. vii llfto^<J avik
a-simv.'A T^qa^-jk 0"! xT:iiiOiiT\3k Raviio ^ai^o^q ot Qvik
.V5?i2xa cvvx.T.ViiJO'oOk 'jiHT: vii a^QRoosR aa ot
Vll dOfttVlOO ^aiOR^^a. 01 Q:iftl\39aft ^OItkYvJ\0"si%l W1VA
'.akaflk ovl^^oa^lO'^ mn:
avLk V'dT-ao'D vio 11013 GO f\q .e
SL^iikme.:^ Aii'Nak av.k akft^Vv^ir; avvk d\\t r.'yTOk'ii\:"%Kr\ .*:;
.aaa^iaqx?.
\ks\sv.S2 k ^0 £-vmaiav\oo t?.iv.\^o'.Ok ''\o "saai^xa k .^
,
u^:.'\'a\-.;7i,v' ?>,''.»ika cvik ^?.K^.'Dfl\3q ^af^'A^aio'^-Ji ^'va-^.^-'TiZP^^'^
c aio\Mdjl t's\AkS._io?iFio'^^ tivikd" J k^ k¥> ^ C R7x J d ', n . - .
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A, Adequate and ready disclosure of the
financial condition and operating results of nop
Forest Park;
b, adequate control of financial transactions
at the site of operations;
c. Effective means for controlling the level
AND VALIDITY OF INVENTORIES , ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
AND WORK ZN PROGRESS;
D, Automatic and interix^ al safeguards against
CLERICAL ERRORS AND COLLUSION;
E, An accrual basis for accumulating AND DlS-rr
TRIBUTING COSTS ACCURATELY AND IN A SIMPLIFIED
MANNER ; AND
F* Control of cost accounting by means of the
general books,
5, Control of accounting classifications and
FORMS.
Other Navy Industrial Fund Activities - Early in
FISCAL year 1964, the Navy Industrial Fund was installed
AT Naval Powder Factory, Indianhead , Maryland and Naval
Ordnance Laboratory , Gor ona, California, The Naval Powder
Factory is primari ly a man ufactu ring activity similar
to York and Forest Park, Naval Ordnance Laboratory , Corona
IS A RECENT ADDITION TO THE BUREAU OF OrDNANCE RESEARCH
FIELD ACTIVITIES, It IS UNDERSTOOD THAT THIS ACTIVITY WAS
FORMERLY UNDER THE COGNIZANCE OF THE U,S, BUREAU OF
Standards J performing work for the bureau. Although Corona
IS NOT A LARGE RESEARCH ACTIVITY COMPARED TO NaVAL OrDNANCE
Test Station, Inyokern, California , and Naval Ordnance
Laboratory , White Oak, Maryland , it is interesting to note
1^
vavioTLTka^aqo -iio a.1l^ a.HT tk
•a^ink^iiaoafi ai:vi\3oook ^a^aiftOTivia^wx -^o ^'Siaidk-^ avik
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\C0NTR0L OF THE BUREAU TO HAVE THE NaVY INDUSTRIAL FUND
i INSTALLED .
Future Plans for Navy Industrial Fund - July 1,
£954 IS THE target date for installation of the Navy
Industrial Fund at the Naval Gun Factory, Washington ,
D,C, which is the bureau's largest field activity. a
SURVEY IS now in PROGRESS TO DETERMINE COST CENTERS AND
TO WORK OUT OTHER DETAILS PRIOR TO THE INSTALLATION. BE-
CAUSE OF THE VARIETY AND COMPLEXITY OF THE OPERATIONS AND
THE LOGISTIC SUPPORT FURNISHED BY THE NaVAL GuN FaCTORY
TO MANY GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES IN THE WASHINGTON AREA,
THIS ACTIVITY OFFERS A CHALLENGE TO THE REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE Navy Comptroller 's Office, the Financial Division
,
Bureau of Ordnance, and the Naval Gun Factory, working
on the installation
,
The Bureau of Ordnance plans to continue implemen-
tation OF the Navy Industrial Fund at other commercial
type activities. It has been mentioned that the Naval
Ordnance Plant, Indianapolis will probably be the next
Na vy Ind ustrial Fund ins tallation a fter the Na va l Gun Fac-
tory.
It is felt that the Office of the Navy Comptroller
AND Bureau of Ordnance are to be commended for the realistic
,
:\:\-^^. 3.1:0 k ddai-si T^ass\kd a^ y\^dfl.\3d s.n-> -. \ ho xvw .o.^.
tkSflk vioTovaiiaWii art vii s^.ii imttok T:vv3.wvift3.Nc
-.'i\i'VkTVi^3Sftqa.ft 3.v\t: ot: a-c^v.^.d jkv.o k aji'A'?i-- > . tv avi . :
c viv^iai^i^v dkiovvkva'^ S.H1 iao\vi'^0 a* ft*addoft"cqv.c,'C ^^k^ 3.^1 tio
1
.VVOllkddk^taVil S.HT Vi^
dki.Vft^Y^woo fta\\'io Ik a-.w'^ dkii\T:av^uy.l ^-^k^^. shi tio %oi'i\'x
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.
.
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'ti.avi ant 'aa xdakaonq dd"Nu ;i3do^k..kiGVv\ ^TVikdi -aovikViaiV'
-ok'^, -viiJv! dk^k\. 2.HT fls^i^vK \lOi v?kddkT ^/a Qwi'^. dkXHT^ycl'Vi.l x\
q^o'O x^kV> "Rv^T Tio ^OT''^'^ vH'^ •td'S'?. 'd3 t;1
TP^idkSft :av ... . . . aovikv^arf.) '^o \3 kaE-
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APPROACH TAKEN IN THE INSTALLATION OF THE NaVY INDUSTRIAL
Fund, Careful planning and preparation precedes the
;
INSTALLATION, ThE NEW INSTALLATION IS FUNCTIONING
properly and efficiently under the Navy Industrial Fund
prior to implementation at other stations,
> ^^
\^ o. W1 X vi k\\ 1 V\ '^ aa QVi\3 ^ a T A J. \ .1 '^ "^ ?. Cl\«1K ^ vl R'^l^ fl«l
.jqyi o"t f\0 3.s^'
CHAPTER V
BUDGET AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEM FOR MODIFIED INDUSTRIAL
AND NON-INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES
Modified Industrial Activities - Most of the field
activities under the management control of the bureau of
Ordnance are classified as modified industrial for account-
I
ING purposes. It is estimated that approximately eighty
percent of Bureau of Ordnance funds granted to field
activities , are assigned to modified industrial activities,
All naval ammunition depots, all ordnance research activi-
ties, ALL ORDNANCE PLANTS, MOST OF THE MISCELLANEOUS
ACTIVITIES , AND ONE NAVAL MAGAZINE ARE CLASSIFIED AS
MODIFIED INDUSTRIAL WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THOSE STATIONS
IN WHICH THE NaVY INDUSTRIAL FUND HAS BEEN INSTALLED ,
Prior to 1 July 1951, there was no distribution
of indirect costs or overhead to productive allotments
OR PROJECT ORDERS AT THESE ACTIVITIES. At THAT TIME,
all indirect costs were absorbed by the station maintenance
and operation allotments,
In May 1951, further accounting processes were
developed for allocation of indirect costs to budget
programs in consonance with the principles expressed in
44
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THE PERFORMANCE BUDGET CONCEPT. ThIS NEW PROCEDURE FOR
computation and application of overhead was effective
1 July 1^51, By this system, most of the indirect costs
such as administrative expenses, maintenance and upkeep
EXPENSES , SECURITY AND FIRE PROTECTION EXPENSES , AND MANY
other indirect costs not connected with productive
work, were distributed as overhead on a percentage ratio
of direct labor costs to indirect expenses,
This new system made all stations extremely
conscious of the overhead rate which was computed by the
FOLLOWING formula:
Distributable Indirect Expenses = Overhead Rate
Direct Labor Expenses
The indirect expenses which it was estimated would
be required to maintain the station even though there was
no productive work, were classed as non-distributable and
charged to the station maintenance and operation allotment,
The new system, in addition to stimulating competi-
tion BETWEEN ACTIVITIES TO REDUCE THE OVERHEAD RATES,
PROMOTED ECONOMY AND EFFICIENCY AT ALL ECHELONS OF THE
STATION OPERATIONS.
^U.S, Department of Navy, Bureau of Ordnance letters Fi 1
DATED 14 May 1951.
Oit -
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The new overhead computation and application pro-
cedures WERE A major STEP IN IMPLEMENTING IMPROVEMENTS
required by title 17 amendments to the national
Security Act of 1947,
In October 1951, a Bureau of Ordnance letter
reiterated section 3679, revised statutes as amended
AND OUTLINED NaVY POLICY CONCERNING ADMINISTRATION OF
APPROPRIATIONS o-^^ ThIS DIRECTIVE SPELLED OUT THE
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR PROPER ADMINISTRAT ION OF ALLOTED
FUNDS AND GAVE THE PENALTIES IMPOSED FOR OVEROB LI GAT I ON
OR OVEREXPEND ITURE OF FUNDS, ThIS LETTER MADE THE FIELD
ACTIVITIES VERY CONSCIOUS OF THE NEED FOR CONTROL OF FUNDS
TO PREVENT OVEROB LIGAT I ON
,
A Bureau of Ordnance directive of 9 March 1953
promulgated instructions for the implementation of the
Ordnance Establishment Budget and Reporting System, which
embodies fundamental principles of bureau and field activity
PARTICIPATION IN FINAN CI AL MAN AGEMENT ,^^ It IS BELIEVED
THAT THIS WAS THE FIRST TIME IN RECENT YEARS THAT THE
^^U,S. Department of Navy, Bureau of Ordnance letter Fi 1
,
DATED 4 October 19b l,.
^^U,S. Department of Navy, NAVORD INSTRUCTION 7000.1 dated
9 March 1953.
as-TOj JK '^.o woiikfiTanA.i¥\ak aaqoaq
. \\(j A I' k 1 ,1 5 aa^ T -vi-a^^ a i\q o t
•G*^I HoakYv ^ -Ao :a^"iToaHi(i aoVikviaao -^o \3k3.fl\3' ...
.'/B'\: Tio vioxTkTvisw'aaqvi-jL •aut i^o-^ avioiio\5flta%i Qa'Skoa\3\^oaq
ftoiH\(J tva.Tax'd 3v/in:Roqan avik Taoci\3?. ^:vvs^^HalaakT^'^ ao^kvcnj
^iTiOk aaa:vH avik \3kSH\3a -^o aajqiovii^q jktvLZVkeiwj'^ aaie.
r'"^i.id'3.a ai t1 ^^.TiA^^Yi-AOk^va^Y^ a k .lo v^'vn-^ tai vvoitkqionakq
atkQ 1,000, .. _ Tvis.'wti.. ... '
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BUREAU HAD REQUESTED THE FIELD ACTIVITIES TO SUBNIT AN
ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE FISCAL YEAR, HERETOFORE , PRACTICALLY
ALL BUDGET PLANNING FOR THE FIELD ACTIVITIES WAS PER-
FORMED BY THE Bureau, The sub^tect of the Ordna^ ce Estab-
LisHMENT Budget and Reporting System will be covered in
more detail in THE NEXT CHAPTER.
NON-'INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES - ThERE ARE MANY
SMALLER ACTIVITIES UNDER THE MANAGEMENT CONTROL OF
THE Bureau of Ordnaj ce which are classified as non-industrial
FOR ACCOUNTING PURPOSES, NaVAL DEGAUSSING STATIONS
,
naval net depots, and small naval research units are
typical of activities in this category, usually one major
allotment , such as the station maintenance and operation
allotment , finances all expenses at these activities,
Also, these activities are usually located at a naval
base where the major activity renders accounting services
and other logistic support, however , the officer in
charge of the station or unit is still responsible for
budgetary control of funds, including res> ons ibi li ty for
any overobligati on of funds. a very small percentage
OF THE Bureau of Ordnance funds granted to the field
ACTIVITIES ARE ALLOCATED TO N ON^INDUSTR lAL STATIONS,
\vvkY\ >iak s.iTiH'"v - Z'&wwi't:. - JK ?. .'ic-^-oavii-^o'..
•JL vio R'^v'-vO'D Tiv\'av\acKvikr. :aHT aaaw^j e-aiii^it^k ftsjdkr.e '
^'Ao x.i>ik\\a.' .xHocs.T:kO z'^^- ' '-'i i'iim'x^AiOk -^0 akr>?;qx^
.... .iv.,\^qo avvk '^0'/.-^vi'iL'\vi3iLY\ -wo a... :ik Vi:)va iT:-a3.i^ i^x..K\k
. asi-'r x-^ \ i>o k ;« a-WT: t k ai^i-vv : <^ x.' a ..-. ;x -.vao m-.'a\'^ t Ti'A'a.YiTOJ a .\
ciiWiVVi k "iiK Gs.T:-\'joa Ya,ik\3a\3 7i; ..v^-i'i^Ok as^.^/^ ^oaa!%
v.T j\?.OiA'Ao ^vD.AT ti^AMS\fio\\ .'Efloqq\3a oiiviir.od j\3.v\t:l
a.Cki'A:tiOft:.q jjk^a yh^n Iv .aa\i\3'^^ -^o "vio :i'ikt\^'dOfi.aNo x v.x
.avlOl^kTS Jk\ft'ia\3Qy.l--Vl<jV5L OT QSTlkOO^laK ...k &£!'!: XN XTO \
CHAPTER VI
THE ORDNANCE ESTABLISHMENT BUDGET AND REPORTING SYSTEM
Implementation of Ordnance Establishment Budget
AND Reporting System — In a directive issued on 13 March,
1953 THE Bureau of Ordnance established the Ordnance
Establishment Budget and Reporting SystemA^ This new
system, which was a major change in the budget relation^
ship between the bureau and the field activities , WAS
applicable to all field establishments of the Bureau where
formalized budget operations were in effect, namely, all
MODIFIED INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES AND NaVY INDUSTRIAL FuND
ACTIVITIES*
At THE Ordnance Establishment Budget and Report^
ING System Seminar conducted by the Bureau of Ordnance
\
ON 26-27 March 1953, Captain F. R, Putman, USN, Head
13
OF THE Shore Establishments Division, said:
The uniform budget and reporting system should
give us the following improvements: the factual data
to support our requests for funds, and improved
LIAISON BETWEEN ShORE ESTABLISHMENTS AND THE BUREAU,
This improved system is not a time saver or a labor
saver at either the station or the bureau. but it
is the best method that has yet been devised of col^
lecting the detailed and factual data required to
present to congress a reasonable and justifiable
estimate to give us the funds to keep our organiza-
tion as it should,
^^U.S, Department of Navy. Bureau of Ordnance NAY ORD
INSTRUCTION 7100,1 dated 13 March 1953.
^"^U.S. Department of Navy. Bureau of Ordnance , Transcript
OF Proceedings , Ordnance Establishment Budget and~Hepor ting
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The Budget and Reporting System consists of two
distinct but closely related requ irem ents ; the development
of an annual station budget , and the quarterly reporting of
progress under, and revisions to, the annual budget,
The annual budget is broken down into four major
components; the Direct Costs Budget, the Indirect Costs
Budget, the Personnel Budget, and the Capital Budget.
Quarterly progress reports are required for each of the
ANNUAL budget COMPONENTS.
OBJECTIVES —' The objectives of the budget and
REPORTING SYSTEM AS STATED IN NaV OrD INSTRUCTION 7100,1
ARE AS follows:
i» Improved management by a station of its
ACTIVITIES by enabling THE STATION BETTER T 02
Ao Plan its programs and to express those
PLANS IN ANNUAL AND QUARTERLY BUDGET PRESEN-
TATIONS TO THE Bureau, making known its
EVALUATION OF ITS WORKLOAD CAPACITIES AND
ITS REQUIREMENTS IN TERMS OF PERSONNEL,
FACILITIES, AND KINDS OF WORK;
B. Control its funds, manpower and facili-
ties USAGE under an ANNUAL APPROVED PLAN OF
operations; and
g. Evaluate and report progress in the ac-
complishment OF THAT PLAN.
^^U.S. Department of Navy, Bureau of Ordnance, i'JA V OiiD
INSTHbCTIGN 7100.1 dated 13 March 19o3.
v5s.r.qojia"^aQ ani- Vc.iwi mRi\J9s.a a'd-VKdaa yj-^scjo T\3a lov.itaiu
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2, Improved management by the Bureau of its field
stations by permitting systematic , regular and timely
review of workload , obligation rates ^ distri bution
of personnel , overhead , and other indices of the
stations ' operations in order to achieve maximum
utilizat ion of field stations in the accomplishment
OF Bureau objectives.
3, Improved continuity in the management of the
stations and of the bureau
.
4r, Enhanced role for the stations in the parti ci-^
PATioN OF the Bureau's planning and budget prep aration,
5. Improved lines of communication between the
stations and the bureau divisions.
Responsibilities of Station and Bureau -- The three
MAJOR steps in THE STATION BUDGETING AND REPORTING pLAN ARE:
1. Development of Estimates
2. Budget Preparation and Reporting
3. Budgetary Execution and Control.
An outline chart prepared by the Deputy Comptroller
of the Bureau of Ordnance for the Ordnance Establishment
Budget and Reporting System Seminar, clearly demonstrates
THE STEPS TO BE FOLLOWED IN THE BUDGET AND REPORTING SySTEM.
The chart, pointing out the bureau's and station 's responsi-
bilities, THE DEADLINE FOR ESTIMATES , PROGRESS REPORTS, AND
15OTHER FEATURES OF THE NEW SYSTEM IS AS FOLLOWS.
^^E. S. TiLLEY, Deputy Comptroller, Bureau of Ordnance, U.S,
Department of Navy, Unpublished chart of steps in the
STATION 's Budgeting and Reporting System.
S.HT •».6 ea.01 evil ftSHto q'-ak ^ak-AHnx^o ^a^viv-cefl3.q ''.c>
i\\3vaxkY\ ci^-^i-ivi-jk ot; SiaQBO vii a\io\£kF.aqo ^ av.ciTkT::.
v^\'\viaidqv\oook ant- vu 2.\\^-\'ikiz a^ai'^ -^o vioi^k^iai-Yv
.\5k'iii\\3a \!itt.1 "HO CiVlk aWOlTkl'o
loiip^kq SHI wi ^v.oITkT^ s^t ro-^ 'daoF. a^Aovi Kuvi'i ,^
oiikRkqcajiq Tiaca\3a cwk rTAiiA'^^Kaq a^\3kaj\Ma ^.ht: -^o vioi'^Kt,
.^vl0lsx"sla \3k'aft\3'5L taws Civ\k aTAon:k% .
• li"!' . v; rvv':>-\'o J -^vv
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^:\^A'^^v^?.l>itikT^ci 'i''Dv\kVvcij^ ^h"C ro-a "siovikwcLfiO ^\c \3k*.fi\J'd 3.HT -^o
/«icqEt.R 'ci^ vio;nL:k'£a tivik a'^Jk^Rva 7.h'\: tv^o o .xVvvxo^ ^Tivkwo ^h'I
av.t vix j.q.ii;i -^o TRkRo a'iiv^^xaa\3qvi\.^ ^^-^kVv -^o iv.s.vTiRkq'^vi
.v^iaxG ov.iTJRoqa'ii Q\ik ^\ut^acc\\jA s'vioitkT:a
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Xo BuOrd Tells Plans to Stations
2, Station Requests
A, By Projects







c. Station Labor vs. Gontractual,
d. Production Scheduling,
E, Job order Planning
2, Personnel Requirements
Ao Direct vs. Indirect Ratio








4, Plans for Plant Utilization
5, Distribution of Workload and Personnel
AMONG Major Organizational Units,
^» Development and Use of Cost Genters,
A, Overhead Rates
G, Budget Procedures,
1, Assignment of Budget Responsibilities
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i. Department to Command
(Mar. -Apr.)
2. Station to Bureau,
(By April 30th)
3, Bureau Review and Nark-Up
(Prior to 1 July)
Bo Quarterly Reporting.
1. Performance and Progress
2. Station Proposals on Revisions of Annual Budget
Execution and Control
(3)
A. Review by Station cf Internal Management Reports.
1. Eliminate and /or Supplement
B. Review and Development of Control Procedures
!• By Expenditure Authorization or by Job Order
2. Function vs. Station Department,
3. By Allocations to 1 and 2 above.
C. Obligation and Expenditure
Accounting System
1« Coordinate with Budget System
D. Budget Analysis
E. Organization
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The Direct Budget — The expenditure authoriza-
tions, allotments and project orders issued to the field
ACTIVITIES ARE THE BASIS FOR THE DIRECT BUDGET, An
EXCEPTION TO THIS IS THAT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ESTIMATES
ARE GEARED TO TASK ASSIGNMENTS AND THE NaVY RESEARCH AND I
Developi'IEnt Board objectives on summary bases.
The FOUR major categories of estimates included in
THE Direct Budget are as follows. ^
The first, and most significant, will include
estimates for direct work financed from the
APPROPRIATION, OrDNANCE AND FACILITIES, NaVY ,
SUMMARIZED TO SUPPORTIN' SUBHEADS , OR ACTIVITIES.
These include subheads, ilO for Research and Devel^
opment, .12 for uaval reserve, ,1b for industrial
Mobilization , .26 for Maintenance of Ordnance and
Ammunition , .33 for Procurement of Ordnance and
Ammunition .
The second category of estimates is that
embracing work financed from other buord appropri"
ations supporti no direct work at the stations.
Included at present are: OSCrl, ONG, GARPN (under
BUORD cognizance) , and PliPN.
The third category of estimates is that em^
bracing work financed from other bureau and other
agency funds such as gnr and buaer appropriations
AND Air Force, Army funds.
The fourth and last category of estimates is
THAT embracing ^ORK FINANCED BY N ON^FEDERA L LY-
APPROPRIATED FUNDS, I.E., FROM PRIVATE PARTIES AND
LOCAL OR STATE GOVERNMENTS, ThIS CATEGORY WILL BE
RELATIVELY INSIGNIFICANT, IF EXISTING AT ALL, AT
MANY STATIONS. It IS IMPORTANT TO INCLUDE IT,
HOWEVER, SINCE THE STATIONS ' TOTAL DIRECT WORKLOAD
SHOULD BE ACCOUNTED FOR.
J—
^^U.S. Department of Navy, Bureau of Ordnance,
Transcript of Proceedings , Ordnance Establishment Budget
AND Reporting System Seminar, P. 67
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Illustrations of iMAVOW Forms 2273, 2274 and 2275
ARE SHOWN ON PAGES b5 , 66, AND 57. ThESE ARE THE FORMS
used in submission of the direct budget for subhead ,10,
research and development budget activity , under the
appropriation: Ordnance and Facilities , A'avy, Mote that
THE estimates ARE GEARED TO TASK ASSIGNMENTS AND THE .VaVY
Research and Development Board technical objectives.
Direct budget estimate for the other budget activi-
ties Maintenance of Ordnance and Ammunition (subhead ,28)
and Procurement of Ordnance and Ammuniti on (subheads .33
AND ,34) ARE submitted ON NavOrd Forms 2276 AND 2277 which
ARE SHOWN ON PAGES 56 AND 59. ThESE FORMS ARE USED IN
THE DIRECT BUDGET PREPARED BY THE NaVAL AMMUNITION DePOTS,
Naval Ordnance Plants and all other activities granted
allotments or project orders under subheads ,26, .33, and
,34,
as a general rule, all expenditure authorizations
in the direct budget are subject to the application of
overhead expenses,
Indirect Budget -- The indirect budget portion is
concerned with those elements of station operations which
are classed as indirect costs or overhead operations,
^^v;. civ.k eX^i'c. .^"nS.^ -SYifloA Ci^O'^w •. -^o
•a^0i^^KRT^^3a.^l.
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These expenses are initially financed from the station
ma in tenan ce and operation allotment* a portion of these
expenses are distributed as overhead to productive
PROJECTS, The remain ING , or N on-distributable EXPENSES
ARE CHARGED TO THE STATION MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION ALLOT^
MENT.
One of the primary purposes in developing of the
revised indirect functions was to bring the general
Expense Functions used for cost accounting purposes and
the work measurement functions for accumulating data for
work measurement reporting into agreement as far as
POSSIBLE, The General Expense Functions pertain to the
ACCUMULATING AND REPORTING OF DOLLAR COST EXPEND ITURES BY
THE JOB ORDER SYSTEM, ThE WORK MEASUREMENT FUNCTIONS
ARE CONCERNED WITH MAN HOURS AND WORK UNITS FOR WORK
MEASUREMENT REPORTING PURPOSES, MaNY OF THE INDIRECT,
General Expense functions were revised and correlated
with the work measurement functions so that the accumula->
tion and reporting of information for both reports could be
accomplished in most cases by use of the time cards at the
field activitie s, for example, the work measurement
FUNCTION FOR SECURITY IS 105, ThE GENERAL ExPENSE FUNCTION
ak Rk- SK tw^awaafiCk o'iw\ rrAi'iflcqzi-^. •T%s^aB^3ak"^v. "ARO>jI
.A' o-Y v.ik^R-aq awoiTow\3"A. -aEw^iq-xi^ jkfta.via'0 aw'Y .'aaal^^c^q
^"to^fv\ev-i •sv, t '^.0 \Y:<<f\ .ssaoqp.\3<^. cT/i3T:t\oasft •sviaYVAJi^jcik-^ r
udUO^ 3^£fiOq.^H EIOQ i^O"A Vi(i1lK\\i\<o'h\\\ s.C. -D^ITROqajA aV.k WOY)!
.Rt Tik 'dar.ko "^iiiMT: a.v\i "^o "S-sy xa 3a3ko ..\ G'£H^laq.v\oD•J^
iwa^^aftxjak-ivv -Aftovi ^v\ i ^ad'^i^k'x.a bo'^ .asi'si"^n:ok Q^'ii-.
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FOR Security is 4bl05. Therefore by recording charges
FOR salaries of GUARDS FOR EIGHT HOURS AGAINST A JOB ORDER,
SUCH ASs 36001/40105/100 on the daily time cards, the in-
formation is also available for the work measurement
Function 105 o
NavOrd FORM 2280, shown on page 62, is the form
used for submission of the indirect budget. note how the
work units for work measurement are required in addition
to the dollar costs for labor, materials , contracts , apa
material and plant account equipment for each budget
function,
NavOrd form 2281, shown on the reverse of NavOrd
Form 2280, is a summary of the indirect fund requirements
by cost component and program for the indirect budget.
Personnel Budget -- The annual Personnel Budget is
a computation of the personnel requirements , including
the total budgeted man years for the station for the budget
YEAR, The PERSONNEL BUDGET IS BOTH A DISTINCT AND SEPARATE
SET OF ESTIMATES AND A SUMMARY OF THE OTHER ESTIMATES IN
THE DIRECT BUDGET AND INDIRECT BUDGETS, It WILL REFLECT
ONE OF THE BASIC BUDGET POLICY DECISIONS MADE BY STATION
MANAGEMENT, THAT IS, THE DETERMINATION OF THE NUMBERS AND
- I'd -
.C-01 vion:ovi\3'^
.^:-r;oki\Tv.co ^avikik ft^'i:ky\ tfiO&iv.d po*^ ^^:^f^o si^adoa sbt o"'
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kinds of personnel who will be required to execute the
station ' s workload in the budget year,
NavOrd Form 2272, shown as an illustration on page
64, is a sample Annual Personnel Budget, It has two
separate but related parts. The first part is entitled
"Proposed On- Board Counts" and is, in effect, the hiring
PLAN proposed TO THE BUREAU BY THE STATION. ThE LOWER
HALF OF THE SCHEDULE IS ENTITLED "ANALYSIS OF JIaN-^YeaR
Distribution" and presents a breakdown of the man-years,
budgeted in the direct gosts and indirect costs budgets,
in TERMS OF STRAIGHT TIME, OVERTIME AND LEAVE OVERHEAD,
Capital Budget -- I^avOrd Form 2283, shown on page
65, is used in estimating the capital fund requirements,
The capital budget is a significant portion of the overall
PICTURE.
This form contains requests for funds which will be
for additions to or replacements for station plant account
property,
Items listed on lines one to ten of Form 2285 are
financed from the station maintenance and operation allot-'
MENT, Items listed on lines eleven to eighteen are
FINANCED FOR OTHER ALLOTMENTS GRANTED TO THE STATION,

















Prcpos ed On-Board Counts
Personnel Distribution 1 July 1 Oct: 1 Jan ' 1 Apr 30 Jun
1. Graded (IVB) Employees 450 ' 450 1 450 450 450
2. Non-Graded (non IVB) Empl oyecs 850 i 1050 1050 1050 1250
3„ Direct Labor Employees 800 1000 I 1000 1000 1200
4. Indirect Labor Employees 500 ' 500 i
1
500 500 500
Totals 1300 ' 1500 ! 1500 1500 1700.
Analysis of Man-Yjear ^.t Distribution
1. Average Proposed On-Board
Count
2. Leas: Budgeted Man Years
of Lccivfe and Excused
time
3. Equals; Man-Years Available
for v;ork
4. Plus: Proposed Overtime
Man Years
5. Equals: Budgeted Men-Year
Capa-city
6. Budgeted Man-Years of Leave
and Excused Time

















Hr 1 Man Year = 2,080 hours # Shoulc' be equal to the totals
of r.ll budget schedules in each
group.
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It is understood that the bureau plans to broaden
THE capital budget SWSTION IN FUTURE DIRECTIVES ON THE
Station Budget and Reporting Plan.
Quarterly Budget Reports -- The Ordnance Estab-
lishment Budget and Reporting System includes a quarterly
submission of progress reports, each of which is phased
in terms of corresponding schedules of estimates in the
annual budget so that a ready analysis and evaluation of
the annual budget by the station and the bureau may be
MADE, The quarterly reports ALSO SERVE AS MEDIA FOR
RECOMMENDING CHANGES IN THE STATION 's ANNUAL BUDGET SO
THAT J IN EFFECT, A MECHANISM IS PROVIDED FOR KEEPING THE
- bb -
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY
In promulgating the Budget and Reporting System,
THE Bureau of Ordnance acknowledged the importance to its
operations of coordinated bureau and station planning
,
budget formulation j and budget execution,
The Bureau recognized the need for improvements
in field budget procedures , the advantages to be gained
by review and implementation of station operating budgets
and the necessity for station workload planning along with
budget preparation.
The following accomplishments can be attributed
TO THE installation OF THE NEW EUDGET AND REPORTING SYSTEMi
A, Presentation and defense of budget requirements
TO THE Navy Comptroller, Bureau of the Budget, Secre--
TARY OF Defense and Congress have been improved ,
B. Each station under the management control of the
Bureau of Ordnance now has an approved annual opera-
ting BUDGET FROM THE BUREAU FOR THE FIRST TIME,
Cm The Bureau of Ordnance has greatly increased
knowledge of station capacities and requirements,
This knowledge has been and will continue to be
required as the bureau adjusts funding of stations '
- 67 -
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WORKLOAD TO EMPLOYMENT LEVELS AND BUDGETARY
DECISIONS OF HIGHER AUTHORITY
,
Do The Bureau of Ordnance has a basis for better
mobilization planning for the diversified ordnance
establishment under its management control.
Typical of the Bureau of Ordnance 's desire to
continue to make improvements in the financial management
AREA IS THE RECENT RELEASE OF NavOrD INSTRUCTION 6450,5
DATED 16 December 1953,
This instruction disseminates to the Naval Ordnance
Establishments the basic precepts of the Oomptrollership
PROGRAM AND PRESENTS A GENERAL BUREAU OF OrDNANCE POLICY
statement of long-range objectives to effect efficiency and
ECONOMY IN Bureau management practices.
The Bureau of Ordnance is planning further improve-
ments IN THE FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AREA, It IS UNDERSTOOD
that in the very near future a directive will be issued
concerning fixed overhead rates at modified industrial
activities,
The financial management accomplishments in the
past three years by the Bureau of Ordnance are an outstand-
ii
ing example of action being taken in the department of the
Navy to implement Title IV amendments to the National
Security Act of 1947,
RiiT^a ivo"^ ax Ska k skh "^ov^K'AQftCj ho 'o K'AfvV^B. "aw:, .^
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Many, when thinking of the federal government,
consider only that part located at the seat of government
IN Washington , D,G, In the Hoover Commission report it
WAS ESTIMATED THAT APPROXIMATELY 90% OF CIVILIAN PERSONNEL
IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WERE LOCATED IN THE FIELD ACTIVI-
TIES OUTSIDE OF Washington.
Therefore, it is important to understand how the
field activities under the management control cf the
Bureau of Ord/nance assist in accomplishing the duties
AND RESPONSIBILITIES ASSIGNED TO THE BUREAU BY UnITED
States Navy regulations and the Secretary of the Navy,
Budgeting, accounting , and progress reporting
for the large amounts of funds granted by the bureau of
Ordnance to field stations is a tremendous task. It
places responsibi lity on the bureau to prescribe adequate
accounting and budgeting procedures and systems for the
FIELD, The field activities have RESPONSIBILITIES IN
COMPLYING WITH ESTABLISHED BUDGETARY AND ACCOUNTING
PROCEDURES , SUBMITTING REQUIRED REPORTS BY DEADLINE
DATES, EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL UTILIZATI ON AND ADMINISTRA^
^/d
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TION OF FUNDS GRANTED, AND COMPLETION OF ASSIGNED TASKS
AND MISSIONS
,
yiTE THE PRESENT EMPHASIS ON THE Fl NANCIAL
MANAGEMENT AREA, WHICH COMMENCED WITH THE HoOVER
Commission report and the Title IV Amendments to the
National Security Act of 1947, it is felt that it is
essential that the comptrollers of each military DEPART'
ment and bureau or other subdivision take necessary
action to implement improvements in budgeting , account-
ing, statistical, progress reporting, and other financial
areas for the department , bureau, and the field activities
under their management control,
It is hoped that this study of the Bureau of
Ordnance budget system will be as helpful to those
interested in bureaus-field budgeting and accounting
relationship as it has been to the author in accumulating
the in formation
,
$\>-^oo\\ awT^ ftti^i aaoiiavYioo Hoiw»i ^k^rk tvLa^v^a;
aoOHT A. dv ^•-\ '^A-
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